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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

September 8, 1974

Office of the White House Press Secretary

---------------------·---------~4·----------------··-----------·-THE WHITE HOUSE
GRANTING PARDON TO RICHARD NIXON
-------~~----------

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
A PROCLAMATION
Richard Nixon became the thirty-seventh President of the United States on
January ZO, 1969 and was reelected in 197Z for a second term by the electors
of forty-nine of the fifty states. His term in office continued until his
resignation on August 9, 1974.
Pursuant to resolutions of the House of Representatives, its Committee on
the Judiciary conducted an inquiry and investigation on the impeachment
of the President ,extending over more than eight months. The hearings of
the Committee and its deliberations, which received wide national publicity
over television, radio, and in printed media, resulted in votes adverse to
Richard Nixon on recommended Articles of Impeachment.
As a result of certain acts or omissions occurring before his resignation
from the Office of President, Richard Nixon bas become liable to possible
indictment and trial for offenses against the United States. Whether or not
he shall be so prosecuted depends on findings of the appropriate grand jury
and on the discretion of the authorized prosecutor. Should an indictment
ensue, the accused shall then be entitled to a fair trial by an impartial
jury, as guaranteed to every individua-l by the Constitution.
It is believed that a trial of Richard Nixon, if it became necessary, could
not fa.irly begin until a year or more has ~lapsed. In the meantime, the
tranquility to which this nation has been restored by the events of recent
weeks could be irreparably lost by the prospects of bringing to trial a
former President of the United States. The prospects of such trial wil!
cause prolonged and divisive debate over the propriety of exposing to
further unishment an
·
a man who has alread
aid the unprececented penalty of relinquishing the highest elective office in the
States.

-

NOW, THEREFORE, I Gerald R. Ford, President of the United States,
pursuant to the pardon power conferred upon me by Article U, Section Z,
of the Constitution, have granted and by these presents do grant a full,
free, and absolute pardon unto Richard Nixon for all offenses against the
United States which he, Richard Nixon, has committed or may have committed
or taken part in during the period from January ZO, 1969 through August 9,
1974.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this 8th day of September
in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred seventy-four, and of the Independence
of the United States of America the one hundred ninety-ninth.

GERALD R. FORD
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SEPTEMBER 8, 1974

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

OFFICE OF THE WHITE HOUSE PRESS SECRETARY
THE WHITE HOUSE
REMARKS OF THE PRESIDENT
ANNOUNCING THE GRANTING OF A PARDON
TO FORMER PRESIDENT NIXON
THE OVAL OFFICE
11:05 A. M. PDT
Ladies and gentlemen, I have come to a decision
which I felt I should tell you and all of my fellow
American citizens, as soon as I was certain in my own
mind and in my own conscience that it is the right
thing to do.
I have learned already in this office that the
difficult decisions always come to this desk. I must
admit that many of them do not look at all the same as
the pypothetjcal guestionp that I have answered freely
and perhaps too fast on previous occasions.
My customary policy is to try and get all the
facts and to consider the opinions of my countrymen and
to take counsel with m most valued friends. But these
seldom agree, an 1n the en ,
e ec1s1on is mine. To
procrastinate, to agonize and to wait for a more
favorable turn of events that may never come, or more
compelling external pressures that may as well be
wrong as right, is itself a decision of sorts, and
a weak and potentially dangerous course for a President
to follow.
I have promised to uphold the Constitution,
to do what is right as God gives me to see the right,
and to do the very best that I can for America.
I have asked your help and your prayers, not
only when I became President, but many times since. The
Constitution is the supreme law of our land and it governs
our actions as citizens. Only the laws of God, which
govern our consciences, are superior to it.
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As we are a nation under God, so I am sworn to
uphold our laws with the help of God. And I have sought
such guidance and searched my own conscience with special
diligence to determine the right thing for me to do with
respect to my predecessor in this place, Richard Nixon,
and his loyal wife and family.
Theirs is an American tragedy in which we all
have played a part. It could go on and on and on, or
someone must write the end to it. I have concluded that
only I can do that, and if I can, I must.
There are no historic or legal precedents to which
I can turn in this matter, none that precisely fit the
circumstances of a private citizen who has resigned the
Presidency of the United States. But it is common
d e that serious alle ations and accusations
han like a sword over our former
threaten1ng h1s health as he tries
a great part of which was spent in the service
country and by the mandate of its people.
After years of bitter controversy and divisive
national debate, I have been advised, and I am compelled
to conclude that many months and perhaas more years wi!l
have to pass before Richard Nixon coul obta1n a fa1r
t~iai By Jury in any jurisdiction of the United Sta~es
under governing decisions of the Supreme Court.
I deeply believe in equal justice for all
Americans, whatever their station or former station.
The law, whether human or devine, is no respecter
of persons, but the law is a respecter of reality.
The facts, as I see them, are that a former
President of the United States, instead of enjoying
equal treatment with any other citizen accused of
violating the law, would be cruelly and excessivel3
penalized either i;preserving the resum tion of his
nocence or 1n obtaJ.n1ng a s eed determ ·
his
gu1it-1n order to repay a egal debt to society.
more
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Du~ing this long pe~iod of delay and potential
litigation, u ly passions would a ain be ~oused. And ou~
people would aga1n be polar1zed 1n their opin ons. And
the c~edibility of our f~ee institutions of Government
would again be challenged at home and abroad.

In the end, the courts mi~ht well hold that Richa~d
Nixon had been denied due process and the verdict of history
would even more beinconclusive with respect to ~hose charges
arising out of the pe~iod of his P~esidency, of which I am
p~esently awa~e.

But it is not the ultimate fate of Richard Nixon
that most concerns me, though surely it deeply troubles
every decent and eve~y compassionate person. My concerE
is the immediate future of this great country.
In this, I dare not depend upon my personal
sympathy as a long-time f~iend of the former President,
no~ my professional judgment as a lawyer, and I do
not.
As President, my primary concern must always
be the greatest good of all the people of the United
States whose servant I am. As a man, my first consideration is to be true to my own convictions and my own conscience.
My conscience tells me clearly and certainly
that I cannot pi'O!.ong the bad dreams that continue
to reopen a chapter that is closed. My conscience tells
me that only I, as President, have the constitutional
power to firmly shut and seal this book. My oonscience
tells me it is my duty, not merely to proclaim domestic
tranquility, but to use every means that I have to insure it.
I do believe that the buck stops here, that I
cannot rely upon public opinion polls to tell me what
is right.
I do believe that right makes might, and that
if I am wrong, ten angels swearing I was right would
make no difference.
I do believe, with all my heart and mind and
spirit,that I, not as President, but as a humble servant
of God, will receive justice without mercy if I fail
to show mercy.
Finally, I feel that Richard Nixon and his
loved ones have suffered enough and will continue to
suffer, no matter what I do, no matter what we, as a
great and good Nation, can do together to make his
goal of peace come true.
MORE
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Now, therefore, I, Gerald R. Ford, President
of the United States, pursuant to the pardon power
conferred upon me by Article II, Section 2 of the
Constitution, have granted and by these presents do
grant a full, free and absolute pardon unto Richard
Nixon for all offenses against the United States which
he, Richard Nixon, has committed or may have committed
or taken part in during the period from July (Janu~y) 20,
1969 through August 9, 1974.
(The President signed the Proclamation)
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my
hand this 8th day of September in the year of our Lord
1974, and of the independence of the United States of
America, the l99th.
END

(AT 11:16 A.M.
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SEPTEMBER 8, 1974

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
OFFICE OF THE

~miTE

HOUSE PRESS SECRETARY

PRESS CONFERENCE
OF
PHILIP BUCHEN
COUNSELLOR TO THE PRESIDENT
THE BRIEFING ROOM
AT 12:12 P.M.
MR. TER HORST: Gentlemen, if you are ready for
the briefing, we have Philip Buchen, the legal counsel of
the White House to address your questions on the President's
statement and on the documents you have in your hand.

I

As you know, he is the President's legal adviser.
He was very much a participant in the preparation of this
proclamation and so here is Mr. Buchen to ~ake your questions.
I think he may have an opening statement which
--he may like to read first.
MR.BUCHEN:

Thank you, Jerry.

I appreciate your all being here on this
Sunday morning, or midday.
I wanted just to say a few thin~s first, because
it may answer questions in advance, and at the conclusion
of these remarks, I will try to field the questions you
throw this way.
In addition to the major developments of this
morning when President Ford granted a pardon to former
President Nixon, I have two other legal developments to
announce which occurred prior to the issuance of the
proclamation of pardon.
The first involves the opinion of Attorney
General William B. Saxbe and President Ford dealing with
papers and other records, including tapes, retained during
the Administration of former President Nixon in the White
House offices.
In th~s op1n1on, the Attotney Gene~ concl~des
that such mater1als are the present property of Mr, N1xon;
however, it also concluded that during the time the materials
remain in the custody of the United States, they are subject
to subpoenas and court orders directed to any official
who controls that custody. And in this conclusion, I have
concurred •.
MORE
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This opinion was sought by the President from
the Attorney General on August 22.
Q

When you say the President, you mean

President Ford?
MR. BUCHEN:

That is right.

The reason for seeking the opinion was the conflict
created between Mr. Nixon's request on the one hand for
delivery to his control of the materials, and on the
other hand, the pending court orders and subpoenas
directed at the United States and certain of its officials.
The court orders have required that the custody
of the materials be maintained at their present locations.
And both the orders and subpoenas have called for the
identification and production of certain materials allegedly
relevant to court proceedings in which the orders and
subpoenas originated.
In addition, we were advised of interests of
other parties in having certain records disclosed to them
under warning that if they were to be removed and delivered
to the control of Mr. Nixon, court action would be taken
to prevent that move and to protect the claimed rights
to inspection or disclosure.
Therefore, it became fully apparent that unless
this conflict was resolved, the present Administration
would be enmeshed for a long time in answering the
disputed claims over who could obtain information from
the Nixon records, how requested information could, as
a practical matter, be extracted from the vast volume of
records in which it might appear, and how, and by whom
its relevancy in any particular court proceeding could
be determined, and at the same time to try satisfying
the claims of Mr. Nixon that he owned the records.
Within a week of the request by the Attorney
General for an opinion made by President Ford, I was
advised informally of what its general nature would be.
From that time on, I realized that the opinion itself
wouldnot provide a practical solution to the handling
and management of the papers so as to reconcile rights and
interest of private ownership with the limited but very
important rights and interest of litigants to disclosure
of selected relevant parts of the materials.
Thus I initiated conversations ~ith the Attorney
General's Office, Special Prosecutor Jaw rski, with attorneys
for certain litigants seeking disclosure, and with Herbert
J. Miller, as soon as he became attorney for Mr. Nixon.
The purpose of these conversations was to explore
ways for reconciling these different interests in records
of the previous Administration so that this Administration
would not be caught in the middle of trying on a case-bycase basis to resolve each dispute over the right of access
or disclosure.
MORE
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The outcome of these conversations was the
conclusion on my part that Mr. Nixon, as the principal
party in interest, should be requested to come forth with
the proposal for dealing satisfactorily with Presidential
material of his Administration in ways that offered
reasonable protection and safeguards to each party who
has a legitimate court-supported right to production of
particular materials relevant to his case.
Mr. Nixon and his attorney then agreed to
pursue this approach and in company with White House
Counsel, they were able to accomplish the second of the
developments which I am announcing today.
And that is the letter agreement,of which you
have copies, between former President Nixon and Arthur
F. Sampson, Administrator of the General Services
Administration.
These two developments are, of course, much less
significant than the one you have learned about earlier.
President Ford has chosen to carry out a responsibility
expressed in the Preamble to the Constitution of ensuring
domestic tranquility, and has chosen to do so by exercise
of a power that he alone has under the Constitution to
grant a paraon for offenses against the United States.
About a week ago~ President Ford asked me to
study traditional precedents bearing on the exercise
of his right to ~rant a pardon, particularly with
reference to whether or not a pardon could only follow
indictment or conviction. The answer I found, based on
considerable authority, was that a pardon could be
granted at any time and need not await an indictment or
conviction.
Ptesident Ford also asked me to investigate how \
long it would be before prosecution of former President--~
Nixon could occur, if it were brought, and how long
it would take to bring it to a conclusion.
On this point, I consulted with Special Prosecutor
Jaworski and he advised me as follows, and has authorized
me to quote his language, and I quote:
"The factual situation regarding a trial of
Richard M. Nixon within Constitutional bounds is unprecedented. It is especially unique in view of the
recent House Judiciary Committee inquiry on impeachment,
resulting in a unanimous adverse finding to Richard M.
Nixon on the article involving obstruction of justice.
"The massive publicity given the hearings and
the findings that ensued, the reversal of judgment of a
number of Members of the Republican Party following the
release of the June 23rd taperecording, and their
statements carried nationwide. And, finally, the
MORE
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resignation of Richard M. Nixon require a delay before
selection of a jury is begun of a period from nine months
to a year, and perhaps even longer.
"This judgment is predicated on a review of the
decisions of the United States courts involving prejudicial
pre-trial publicity."

Q

Is that the end of the quotes?

MR. BUCHEN: No, I am going on to indicate
something else that will be of interest to you. That is
the end of that quote.
Another quote from his communication to me is as
follows: "The situation involving Richard M. Nixon is
readily distinguishable from the facts involved in the
case of United States versus Mitchell, et al, set for
trial on September 30th.
"The defendants in the Mitchell case were
indicted by a grand jury operating in secret session.
They will be called to trial, unlike Richard M. Nixon,
if indicted, without any previous adverse finding by
an investigatory body holding public hearings on its
conclusions."
That is the end of the quotation.

Q

Would you end that last sentence again?

MR. BUCHEN: Yes. It is an important one.
"They," meaning the defendants, "will be called to
trial, unlike Richard M. Nixon, if indicted, without any
previous adverse finding by an investigatory body holding
public hearings on its conclusions."
Except for my seeking and obtaining this
advice from Mr. Jaworski, none of my discussions with
him involved any understandings or commitments regarding
his role in the possible prosecution of former President
Nixon, or in the prosecution of others.
President Ford has not talked with Mr. Jaworski,
but I did report to President Ford the opinion of the
Special Prosecutor about the delay necessary before any
possible trial of the former President could begin.
would also like to add on another subject,
no action or statement by former President Nixon, which
has been disclosed today, however welcome and helpful, was
made a pre-condition of the pardon.
I

That is a negative heoause.of the word "na"
at the beginning. I might add that whether or not it
was disclosed today, it was ngt a pre-condition.
MORE
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Q

There were no secret agreements made?

MR. BUCHEN:

That is right.

President Ford in determining to issue a pardon\\
acted solely according to the dictates of his own conscience. Moreover, he did so as an act of mercy not
related in any way to obtaining concessions in return.
Q

Would you go over the last phrase?

Q

After "mercy".

MR. BUCHEN: Mercy not related in any way to
obtaining concessions in return. However, my personal
view --

Q

Is that yours or Ford's?

MR. BUCHEN: Mine. -- is that former President
Nixon's words, which I have had a chance to read, as you
have, that followed the granting of a pardon, constitute
a statement of contrition which I believe will hasten the
time when he and his family may achieve peace of mind and
spirit and will much sooner bring peace of mind and spirit
to all of our citizens.

Q

Would you review that sentence?

MR. BUCHEN:

Yes.

However, my personal view -- these are my own
words -- is that former Presidon Nixon's words expressed
upon his learning of the pardon, constitute a statemenz
of contrition which I believe will hasten the time when
he and h1s family may achieve peace of mind and spirit
and will much sooner bring peace of mind and spirit to all
of our citizens.
Now I have only one other paragraph that I would
like to bring out in conclusion. I want to express for
the record my heartfelt personal thanks and appreciation
to a dear firend of the President's and of mine. He is
Benton Becker, a Washington attorney, who has served
voluntarily as my special and trusted consultant and
emissary in helping to bring about the events recorded
today.

Q

Emissary to Mr. Jaworski or Mr. Nixon?

MR. BUCHEN:
to Mr. Jaworski.

To Mr. Miller and Mr. Nixon, not
MORE
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I also acknowledge with deep gratitude the
services of William Casselman, XI; who is the highly
valued counsel -- who was the highly valued counsel to
Vice President Ford for his whole tenure in that office,
and is now my close associate in the service of the
President of the United States.

Q
Who informed President Nixon that he was
getting a pardon, and also is President Ford basing this
pardon only
on the fact that it would have taken a long
time to try the Presidency in his own conscience?
MR. BUCHEN:

Let me take the first question

first.
When Mr. Becker went to San Clemente on
Thursday evening, he was authorised to advise the former
President that President Ford was intending to grant a
pardon, subject, however, to his further consideration
of the matter because he wanted to reserve the chance to
deliberate and ponder somewhat longer, but he was
authorized to say that in all probability a pardon would
be issued in the near future.
The second question?

Q
The second question is: There is no admission
of guilt here at all and despite your assumptions that it is
contrition, there is no actual admission of guilt. Do you
agree?
MR. BUCHEN: Well, my interpretation is that it
comes very close to saying that he did wrong, that he did
not act forthrightly.

Q
Mr. Buchen, what is the linkage between
the agreement between Mr. Sampson and Mr. Becker's negotiations at San Clemente?
MR. BUCHEN: The initiative for getting an
agreement that would help solve our problems came from me
and I advised Mr. Miller as attorney for Mr. Nixon that
that was my desire. I so advised him before I knew anything
about a contemplated pardon.

Q

Mr. Buchen --

MR. BUCHEN:

May I finish, please?

However, as we purused talks on what to do with
the papers, I made it very clear to Mr. Miller that I wanted
the initiative to come from him and his client as to the
specifics of what he and his client would be willing to do
regarding the management and ultimate disposition of the
papers and tapes.
MORE
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Q
Mr. Buchen, what will this mean as far as
former President Nixon's role as a witness in the upcoming
trials are concerned?
MR. BUCHEN: It would have no effect on that.
If the documents do get transferred in a timely fashion,
it may permit him to review the pertinent material more
adequately so far as his testimony is concerned.
MORE
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Q
Mr. Buchen, doesn't this pardon eliminate
any possibility that the fo~er President might invoke
the Fifth Amendment to testify?
MR. BUCHEN: I think you better ask his own
lawyer that. As you know, this applies only to offenses
against the United States. It does not apply to
possible offenses against State law.

Q
But regarding offenses against the United
States, he would have no Fifth Amendment rights now that
he has been pardoned; is that correct?
MR. BUCHEN:
them when you plead.

I don't know that you can separate

Q
Mr. Buchen, why did the President decide
to do this now at a time before the jury has been
sequestered in the September 30th trial?
MR. BUCHEN: That will have to be information
that will have to come from his statement. I have nothing
to add.

Q
Can you tell us if the President has
assured himself that former President Nixon is not guilty
or liable to accusation of any very serious charges that
have not been made public so far, that there is no other
time bomb ticking away?
MR. BUCHEN:

I don't think he said that.

Q
No, no, I am saying, has President Ford done
anything to assure himself that there is no evidence
of any more serious criminality committed by former
President Nixon than what is generally out in the House
Judiciary Committee report and this sort of thing?
MR. BUCHEN: So far as I know, he has made no
independent inquiries. If he had wanted to satisfy
himself as to the content of the evidence still in the
White House, of course, that would have been an insurmountable task, as you have no idea of the huge volumes.

Q

Did you assure yourself

MR. BUCHEN: Just a minute. There are huge
volumes. However, I did personally consult with Mr.
Jaworski as to the nature of the investigation being
conducted and I was able to tell the President that so far
as I was able to learn through that inquiry, there were
no time bombs, as you call them.
MORE
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Q
Mr. Buchen, what was the President's reaction
when Mr. Becker conveyed this message to him?
MR. BUCHEN: I don't know that it was done in
person. I don't think he was necessarily in the room, so
I don't believe he can

Q
Did you get any reaction from the President,
even if it was by mail or through counsel, did the
President say he was grateful for this?
MR. BUCHEN: The only reaction we have gotten
is the statement that came over the wire.

Q

Are you saying that Ziegler got the word
from Becker and that President Nixon was not informed
personally at any time by Ford or by any amjssary?
MR. BUCHEN: I think you will have to ask Mr.
Becker that. My understanding is that initially the
talks went through Mr. Ziegler, but there were also
face-to-face mee~ings between Mr. Becker and the
President and what occurred by one method, and one
by the other, I don't know.

Q
There was no personal contact between
Ford and Nixon?
MR. BUCHEN:

None at all.

Q
You refer to Becker as an emissary and
you talk about one meeting out there Thursday to notify
him. What were the reasons for his previous trips back
and forth? What was discussed?
MR. BUCHEN:
Q

Becker only went once.

Only on Thursday?

MR. BUCHEN: Yes. And not only to discuss that,
they had to work out the details of that letter agreement
because Miller and Becker were in negotiation and Miller
had to consult his client and they had to make modifications.
And they had to call back to see whether that fit in correctly with what General Services Administration could feasibly
do. So, that involved a lot of the time he was out there.
Q
Mr. Buchen, did Mr. Jaworski inform you that
an indictment, or indictment~ against former President
Nixon were expected?
MR. BUCHEN:

No, he did not.
MORE
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Q
May I follow that, then? Isn't the granting
of a pardon at this stage an admission that an indictment
was expected and that conviction was probable?
MR. BUCHEN: I think you have to recall that
word came out that the Grand Jury at one time wanted to
name the former President, or then President, as a coconspirator and that is one evidence that something more
would have happened.
And I think it is very likely, from all we have
read, that there would be people who would want him prosecuted and would intend to do so, although I don't say that
that was Mr. Jaworski's view.
Q
Was Mr. Jaworski ever consulted about this
pardon, ever asked about this?

MR. BUCHEN:

Q

Did Jaworski agree to what was done today?

MR. BUCHEN:

Q

No.

He has no voice in it.

Do you know what his mood or sentiment was?

MR. BUCHEN: You will have to ask him.
to get to Peter, here.

I want

Q

I wanted to follow up that line. You know
we are not able to get a response from Mr. Jaworski's
office and it would really help us for you to tell us
all you can about the status of the investigation against
the President, former President Nixon?
MR. BUCHEN: I don't have that information, Peter.
That is kept in his shop.

Q
But in that regard, why was he not consulted
about what kind of action he contemplated against the
President before the pardon was issued?
MR. BUCHEN:

Q

We didn't think that was relevant.

You assumed he would be prosecuted; is that

right?
MR. BUCHEN:

Q

We assumed that he may be prosecuted.

When was Jaworski told?

MR. BUCHEN:

About the pardon?
MORE
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About the pardon.

MR. BUCHEN: I called him about three-quarters
of an hour before I knew the President was going to announce
it so that he would know it.

Q

Today?

MR. BUCHEN:

Yes.

Q

What was his reaction?

Q

When was that?

MR. BUCHEN: He thanked me for advising him in
advance of his hearing it over the radio or TV.
Q

,/

And he did not object?

MR. BUCHEN:
one way or the other.

He didn't.

He didn't say anything

As we read this statement, which does not
admit guilt whatsoever, what is to prevent the former
President from going out, say six months hence, and saying
that nothing was really ever proven against him and he
was hounded out of office?
Q

MR. BUCHEN: I guess he has the right to say
that because, until an indictment and conviction, I think
that would be true in his case as well as anybody else's
case who is under a cloud of suspicion.
Q
But President Ford spoke of the historical
aspects of this and what is going to keep history from
getting more muddled than ever?

MR. BUCHEN:
care of that.

I think the historians will take

Q
Mr. Buchen, does President Ford plan to grant
a similar pardon to the former President's subordinates who
are scheduled to go on trial later this month?

MR. BUCHEN: To my knowledge, he has not given
that matter any thought.
Can you clarify, was the agreement reached
with the GSA about the disposal of the tapes and documents?
Was the pardon contingent on that?
Q

MR. BUCHEN:

Neither.
MORE
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Q

They are not together?

MR. BUCHEN:

Right.

Q
Number two, why did he choose 10:30, Sunday
morning, to make the announcement?
MR. BUCHEN: I think you will have to ask him
that. He figured that this was a very solemn moment that
exemplified, I think, an act that was one of high mercy
and it seemed appropriate, I think, to him that it should
occur on a day when we do have thoughts like that, or should.

Q
Mr. Buchen, I don't understand why you
contrast the treatment of Nixon with the treatment of
Mitchell coming up. If I understand your statement right,
you said that Mitchell has not had the publicity and the
action by a hearing as Nixon had before the House Judiciwry
Committee.
MR. BUCHEN:
That was not mine.

That was Mr. Jaworski's statement.

Q
I don't understand this and maybe you can
explain what you think he means there. Mitchell certainly
had the hearing with conclusions and explanations of
conclusions of a hearing by the Watergate Committee.
MR. BUCHEN: There was a hearing, but I don't
know how conclusive the findings were.
Q
There was a hearing and Mitchell testified.
There was a public hearing and there were conclusions and
recommendations on that, and a press conference on that,
and great publicity.

MORE
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does not find those conclusions prejudicial to Mr. Mitchell's
upcoming case.

Q
Mr. Buchen, the
this morning, referred to this
former President's health. Do
on that? Do you know anything
health that we don't?
MR. BUCHEN:
didn't see the man.

Q

President, in his statement
matter threatening the
you have any further details
about the former President's

No, I didn't go out there, so I

Do you know what he meant by that?

MR. BUCHEN: I think it is generally known
that this man has suffered a good deal. I think you people
who saw him more recently than I have can form your own
conclusions.
Q

Has Mr. Ford and Mr. Nixon talked this

morning?
MR. BUCHEN:
not believe they did.

No, not to my knowledge, but I do

Q
Do you know,was the President in a depression
and has the President threatened to commit suicide or
anything like that?
MR. BUCHEN:

I have no knowledge.

Q
You say that you looked into this matter
from a constitutional standpoint for the President, and
I am sure you looked into the history of it. Has any
President ever granted a pardon before in history to
anyone prior to that person being charged with a crime
formally?
MR. BUCHEN:
precedents for that.

Q

Like what?

MR. BUCHEN:
named Mr. Burdick, was
testify regarding some
Customs Service during
was given a pardon.

Q

Oh, yes, there are lots of

Well, one of your colleagues,
pardoned before he was asked to
alleged criminality involving the
the Wilson Administration and he

He was a newsman?

MR. BUCHEN:

He was a newsman.

And, of course, the pardons granted by President
Lincoln, for example -- the pardons granted after the
Whiskey Rebellion and other insurrections, were applied
to people who were not indicted.
MORE
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Q
Mr. Buchen, I am a little confused at your
words, more or less dismissing the question of whether
or not the President would grant pardons to Mr. Haldeman,
Mr. Ehrlichman, Mr. Mitchell and the others who will
go on trial September 30th. Is it not fairly
clear to you, or at least do you not, here in the White
House, admit the possibility that their defense now, in
light of the action of President Ford today, will be
that the President has pardoned the man under whose
orders they were operating and what is your reaction to
this possible line of defense or line of appeal by the
defendants in that trial?

SureLy, this must have been given some consideration and I again would ask you what you think is
going to happen, what you think the President would do
when confronted with this question?
MR. BUCHEN: Well, I question your broad characterization that the acts for which they are being charged were
necessarily

Q

I am just suggesting this may be their

defense.
MR. BUCHEN: This may be their defense. Now, that
will become Mr. Jaworski's problem and, of course,
the judge's problem. You have already seen that Mr.
Jaworski apparently assumes that the situation in their
case is far different from the situation in the former
President's case.
Q
Phil, can I ask you this: Did this process
that led up to the pardon today start a week ago when the
President came to you?

MR. BUCHEN:

Yes.

Q
Was there something that happened just
prior to his coming to you that got his interest working
in doing this thing just now?
MR. BUCHEN:

If there was, I don't know what it

was, Ron.

Q
Have they talked on the phone at any
time this week, or immediately prior to this week?
MR. BUCHEN: They have not talked on the phone
since Jack Miller became his attorney.

MORE
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Q
Did this process start after last Sunday's
publication of the Gallup poll that said that the majority
of the public wanted to see Mr. Nixon prosecuted?
MR. BUCHEN: Let me figure my dates. That was
Labor Day week-end, was it? I worked all Labor Day weekend so it came before that.
Q
To what extent did the transition team look
ahead to the problem of a pardon, and have you done any work
at all --

MR. BUCHEN: They didn't consider that.
far too much else to consider.

They had

Q
As a matter of equal justice under law,
we have now had the two top officials of the United States,
both allegedlyfnvolved in crimes, namely, Vice President
Agnew and Mr- Nixon, who have been freed of criminal
charges. Both of them are entitled to go around the
country and represent themselves as being innocent. What
is a citizen to make of that situation when ordinary
criminals, including the aides involved in this, have
to be tried?
MR. BUCHEN: Of course I cannot speak at all
for the treatment of former Vice President Agnew because
this Administration was not in any way involved. But I
think you have to understand -- and maybe it is a good time
on Sunday to think about it -- that there is a difference
between mercy and justice.
I don't think that you can assume that mercy is
equally dispensed or how it could be equally dispensed.

Q
Mr. Buchen, is there any pardon being
considered for the aides who performed their acts allegedly
in the name of and in behalf of Richard Nixon?
MR. BUCHEN:

I

have already spoken to that question.

Q
I don't think you have, Mr. Buchen. I am
actually talking about those now in prison, not Mr. Nixon.
John Dean and others?
MR. BUCHEN: So far as I know, no thought has been
given to that.

Q
Mr. Buchen, is it now possible under the
agreement on the custody of Presidential tapes and
papers for any tape made during the Nixon Administration
to be subpoenaed even though it is not now the subject of
a subpoena?
MORE
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MR. BUCHEN: It· is possible. In order to get a
subpoena, or court order, of course, certain showings
would have to be made. It is also possible, of course, for
the owner of the tapes to interject objections.
A follow up to that. If the owner of those
tapes doesn't want to give them up -- he has now been
pardoned of everything
what is the leverage?
Q

MR. BUCHEN: It doesn't affect the court orders
or subpoenas, and he is subject to the consequences of
not obeying a valid court order or subpoena.
Q
In other words, that would come under the
expiration date ·of August 9 in the pardon; is that right?

MR. BUCHEN:

That is right.

Q
Do you feel the agreement with Mr. Sampson
has insured that the Ford Administration cannot be implicated in any Watergate cover-up? Was that one of your
considerations?

MR. BUCHEN: That was not involved because I
don't think that is a relevant issue.
Is there any change in the rules of access
to documents by former White House aides?
Q

MR. BUCHEN: The problem is that there would, of
course, be an interim before the Nixon-Sampson letter agreements can be fully implemented. How we will handle the
interim arrangements, I am sure can be worked out with
Jack Miller as attorney for Mr. Nixon.
MORE
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As you ~ecall, in the Agnew case, a pape~
prepa~ed by the Justice Depa~tment listing the law violations by the former Vice President was presented in court
on the theory that the American people we~e entitled
to have the full story in addition to the specific
charge to which the fo~mer Vice P~esident pleaded?
Q

In P~esident Fo~d's p~eparation for today, what
thought did he give to the presentation of an analysis
by Special P~secutor Jaworski of the full extent of
P~esident Nixon's ~ole in the Wate~gate case, and is the~e
any unde~standing at this point of eliminating Special
Prosecutor Jawo~ski's ability to pu~sue that type
of investigation?
MR. BUCHEN: There is no limitation on what
do except, of cou~se, the putative
defendant has the defense now of pardon.
M~.

Jawa~skican

On the first pa~t of your question, there is
a distinct difference between asking a man to plead
guilty to a limited offense and the treatment of Mr.
Agnew, of course, was done under very different circumstances
by the system of justice. In this case, it was reliance
enti~ely on the p~don powers which involve acts of
me~cy.

Q
You
Mr. Nixon may have
you a~e willing to
was likely that he

said ea~lier that you had assumed that
been prosecuted, is that as far as
go on that issue? Did you all think it
would be prosecuted?

MR. BUCHEN:
Q

If you mean tried or indicted?

Indicted?

MR. BUCHEN: I think it would be very likely
that he would be indicted. How and when he could be tried
was still an open question.

Q
This likelihood, is that on the strength
of your conversation with Mr. Jasorski that you think
it was very likely?
MR. BUCHEN: No, it was largely on the basis of
what the Grand Jury appa~ently intended to do on the basis
of less evidence than is now available.

Q
M~. Buchen, if the ex-President retains the
sole right of access to the documents and as I unde~stand
this GSA ag~eement, can even limit access by the Archivist
of the United States and his staff, why should the United
States remain as custodian of the documents at all?
MORE
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MR. BUCHEN: There is a double-key arrangement.
In other words, access can't be obtained by either the
former President or the Gener•l Services Administration
except by their concurrent acts.
But he could conceivably, to prevent himself
from embarrassment, limit access -- no one could see these
documents during the three years the United States
agrees to act as custodian.
Q

MR. BUCHEN:

Unless there is a court order or

subpoena.
Q
What about the court orders or subpoenas
that are outstanding?

MR. BUCHEN: We will have to take this agreement
to the courts involved in those proceedings and seek relief
from the present processes and subpoenas on the basis
of the current agreement.

Q
Mr. Buchen, did
much consideration to the fact
could have clearedMr. Nixon of
guilt, could have cleared him,

you and the President give
that a criminal trial
the charges of possible
cleared his name?

MR. BUCHEN: We certainly recognized that as a
possibility. Whether it was given any consideration,
I don't know.
Q

I mean by you or the President?

Q

Well, you were there.

What was your

own view?
MR. BUCHEN: My own view is that that was a
possibility. If that was what the former President wanted
to do, he certainly would have told us. He didn't have to
accept the pardon.

Q

Did you recommend the pardon?

MR. BUCHEN: I had nothing to do with recommending
it or disrecommending it.

Q
Did you ever discuss the political implications
of this pardon with the President?
MR. BUCHEN:

I did not.

Q
Mr. Buchen, to follow up on some of these
other questions, it seems that President Ford has an interest
in building into the public record a record of Mr. Nixon's
alleged criminality for the same reasons that Mr. Agnew's
alleged criminality was made a part of the record, to prevent
him from saying that he was driven out by political
opponents, et cetera. Is President Ford satisfied that
former President Nixon's record of wrongdoing is sufficiently
in the public record now?
MORE
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nothing that you don't know.

Q
Mr. Buchen, does the pardon in any way
affect Mr. Nixon's payment of back income taxes?
MR. BUCHEN:
civil liabilities.

Q
arrangement.

Not at all. This does not apply to

Let's get back to this double-key
This is just so much lawyer's language.

MR. BUCHEN:

I know that is complicated.

Q
Does that double-key arrangement prevent
the President from going in there and destroying some
of those tapes if he wanted to?

MR. BUCHEN:

Q

Yes, it does.

So, there is adequate safeguards?

MR. BUCHEN:

Yes.

Does it mean that if any of those tapes
are subpoenaed and he just refuses to honor those subpoenas,
then what would happen?
Q

MR. BUCHEN: He would be subject to contempt of
the court that issued the subpoenas. It doesn't apply to
any future acts,
When will the tapes be physically moved
to this repository in California or are they going
to remain here?
Q

MR. BUCHEN: No, they will be moved to the California repository as soon as we can get rid of, or
modification of the existing orders that require they be
retained here.
Q

will be put in?

Is that that Laguna Niguel pyramid they
,

MR. BUCHEN:

Yes.

Q
But nobody can get in there by themselves.
There will always be somebody to watch; is that correct?
MR. BUCHEN:

Yes.

When you way "current", are you referring
to the two court orders that are pending?
Q

MORE
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MR. BUCHEN: There are at least three court
orders that I know of. One is in the Wounded Knee
case in Minnesota. Another is in the nature of an order
because the court declined to issue the order on the
assurance that documents or tapes could not be moved, and
that is the case involving the networks. So, you can
get Ron to answer your questions on that.
The third one is the civil suit in North Carolina
involving a suit by people kept out of a meeting to
celebrate Billy Graham Day.

Q
Mr. Buchen, Mr. Jaworski has, of course,
in his possession a considerable number of tapes which
are not the originals. They are copies. This agreement
with Ur. Sampson does not affect that, does it? They
don't have to be returned to the mass to be moved out to
Laguna?
MR. BUCHEN: The copies will be disposed of as
the court orders, I assume.

Q
But this does not require them to be returned to the big group?
MR. BUCHEN:

No.

Can I clarify the chronology of all this?
When is the first time the President indicated to you
he might want to pardon Mr. Nixon?
Q

MR. BUCHEN:

Just at the start of the Labor Day

weekend.
Q

On which day?

MR. BUCHEN: I know I started to work Friday
night, so it must have been Friday.
Q
Did you have any contact with Mr. Miller
on the issue of a pardon?

MR. BUCHEN: Not at that time.
I think, was on Thursday of this week.

The first contact,

Q
And you can't suggest what precipitated
the President's interest?

MR. BUCHEN:

I

do not know.

Q
Can you tell us whether the President ever
tried to
I hesitate to use "extract" -- but get
any admission of guilt from the President, or was it
strictly

MR. BUCHEN:

He did not.
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Mr. Buchen, you said that President Ford has
not talked to former President Nixon since Mr. Nixon
retained Miller. Could you tell us the last time President
Ford had contact with President Nixon, direct contact?

MR. BUCHEN: I don't know. I think it may have been
the time of the Rockefeller appointment.

Q
Mr. Buchen, I am not clear on one thing,
and following up Helen's question, your emissary went out
on that Thursday, Mr. Becker went out on Thursday, that
was the only time he went out. I am trying to get clear
in my mind precisely what it was he told the former
President, or told Mr. Ziegler, and both of them at different
times, that President Ford, in all probability would grant
a pardon. What did he ask either of Mr. Nixon or Mr.
Ziegler? What did he ask that Mr. Nixon do? Did he ask
that this statement we have been given today be
issued? Did he suggest wording and what it should say
or did he ask for nothing? Did he ask for more than what
we got in this statement?
You say at one point the former President could
have turned down the pardon.
MR. BUCHEN:

Yes.

Q
Did he offer that option and did he say
if the pardon was to be granted, what the former President
then should do?
MR. BUCHEN:
by counsel, you know.

Q

The former President was represented

Well, did he make the offer to Mr. Miller?

MR. BUCHEN: Mr. Miller is shrewd enough
attorney to know that he could have advised his client
to accept or reject the pardon.
To answer your other question, as you can
see, that letter agreement is a very complicated one
and it involved a lot of practical problems. Before
Miller and Becker went out, a rough draft of Miller's proposal was in our hands. But it was obvious that we could
not work out the details of what would suit Miller's
client and what would suit GSA and what would suit what we
thought was the best interests of the Government and of the
potential other parties in interest without going out and
making the final draft out there. And that was done.
As far as the statement from the former President
is concerned, that was a matter that was left entirely
up to the discretion of his own counsel and his
own advisers.

MORE

-~ Q
Let me see if I can put it another
way, Mr. Buchen. Was the pardon in any of the conversations involving yourself, Mr. Becker, or anyone else, with
anyone representing the former President, was this
pardon contingent on anything?

MORE

MR. BUCHEN:

I have said no and I repeat no.

Q
Are you saying if he had not given this
letter at all, if he had said, "Well, I will make no letter
agreement," are you saying categorically that a pardon
would have been issued anyway?
MR. BUCHEN: I am not sure because President
Ford could have changed his mind or not made up his mind
finally.
announced

Q

When was the package completed that was

toda~?

MR. BUCHEN: We got the agreement back on early
Saturday morning and spent that day reviewing it with
Mr. Sampson so that was wound up.

Q

You mean yesterday morning?

MR. BUCHEN: Yes, yesterday morning. The statement,
of course, we didn't see until we got it over the wires right
after the speech.

Q
Did the President know there was going to
be a statement before he finally decided on the pardon?
MR. BUCHEN:

Yes.

Q
Did he have any idea what the contents would
be, what the tone would be?

MR. BUCHEN:

In a general way, yes.

Q
You are saying that the pardon had nothing
to do with this letter agreement?
MR. BUCHEN:
Q

That was not a condition.

This was a completely independent action?

MR. BUCHEN: Right. The negotiations for that
agreement were started independently before even consideration of a pardon.

Q
The decision to pardon was not made until
after this agreement was obtained?
MR. BUCHEN:

That is right.

Q
What you are saying, you cannot say there
would have been a pardon if the agreement had not been
made?
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MR. BUCHEN: All I can say is that the President
had the right not to grant a pardon because he had not
finally made up his mind to do so.

Q

When did he make up his mind to do so?

MR. BUCHEN: I suppose until that pen got on paper
or until he started making the statement.

Q

He made his decision after the agreement was

made?
MR. BUCHEN: That is correct, but what went on
in his mind, I don't know.

Q

When did he write the speech?

MR. BUCHEN:

Last night.

Q
In sending this word through the emissary
to Mr~ Nixon that he was thinking of or expected to
pardon him but was reserving time judgment, was that in
any way intended as encouragement to Mr. Nixon to get
on with the final agreements and possibly offer the kind of
a statement that he did offer today?
MR. BUCHEN: That was not the intent. If it
created that impression, it was a wrong impression.

Q
Mr. Buchen, you just said that the President had
an indication
in a general way of content of the former
President's statement. If I may ask a two-part question:
How did he obtain this indication, and did he believe, or
was he informed,that the statement would be one of contrition?
MR. BUCHEN: The report was through the mouth
of Benton Becker, and the characterization of it as an act
of contrition is mine.

Q
Excuse me, then. What general feeling did the
President have that the statement would be, what indication
did he have of what the statement would be? How was it
characterized by Mr. Becker?
MR. BUCHEN: He in general told the President
what it amounts to and in particular called attention to
the fact that there would be an acknowledgement of failure
to act decisively and forthrightly on the matter of the
Watergate break-in after it became a judicial proceeding.

Q

Was that negotiated at all?

MR. BUCHEN:

It was not negotiated.
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Q
Was Mr. Becker informed of that on
Thursday at the time he went out there?
MR. BUCHEN: I think he was informed on Friday
because he got out there very late on Thursday night.

Q
Do you know if that information had any
effect on Mr. Ford's decision?
MR. BUCHEN: I don't know. I am sure it pleased
him and made him feel that it was easier for him to act
as he contemplated doing.
MR.

BUCHEN:

We will take three more questions.

Q
Would you please clear up some things about
this letter of agreement. I am sorry, but it will take me
some time to understand it. Let me see here if this is · ·
what it means. Unless there is a subpoena or a court
order which Mr. Nixon would reply to, any ordinary citizen
of the United States, or any officials, outside of Sampson,
could not just go in there and look at these tapes or
listen to them, or see them at any time. They will be shut
off completely to the public?

MR.

BUCHEN:

That is right.

Q
Mr. Buchen, why is the date of July 1969
mentioned in the pardon?

MR. BUCHEN: It is January, the date of inauguration, January 20. President Ford misspoke when he used
the word "July".

Q
How complete wae.your explanation of the
case against the former President by Mr. Jaworski? Did
he go into what areas that he might be pursuing, what
he heard on the tapes that have not been made public?
Anything like that?
MR. BUCHEN: The question asked him what matters
could arguably involve further steps, and it read like a
list from one of your newspapers.
Q
Did Mr. Becker talk strictly with you or
did he ever speak to Mr. Ford? Did he deal strictly with
you?

MR. BUCHEN: Oh, no; he was also in the room
on occasions when I was speaking to the President.
Q

Why did he pick Becker to do this?
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MR. BUCHEN: Part of the problem, as you may
know, is we have a rather understaffed legal staff here
and Mr. Becker is a man of rare talen that helped during
the confirmation hearings of the Vice President, and he is
such a good and trusted friend of both of ours that we
felt he was the one we should call on.
THE PRESS:

Thank you.

MR. BUCHEN: All I am going to say is, for the
tapes there will be two five-year windows. The first
of the five-year windows involves controlled access by
the former President for his listening to copies of tapes,
copies to be made by an operator who himself does not listen
to the originals.
Also, during the first five-year window, anyone
with a legitimate court subpoena or order that is upheld
can have access or can require the former President to
furnish the information contained on relevant portions of
the tapes.
At the end of that first five-year period, the
former President retains his window, but also can order
selective destruction of tapes. At the end of the tenyear period, they all get destroyed, all that remain.

Q
In the second five-year window, is that just
by persons who have legitimate subpoenas and court orders
closed off?
MR. BUCHEN: That is right, because there is a
five-year statute of limitations on most, in fact on all,
Federal offenses and most civil matters, so it is assumed
the initial five-year window is long enough.

Q
What is the limit on destruction after
five years plus one day, or can he destroy them all?
MR. BUCHEN:
Q

He can.

He can?

MR. BUCHEN:

He can order them destroyed.

Q
If they were making any copies, would the
originals then be destroyed in the second five-year window?
MR. BUCHEN: The originals will be destroyed.
The copies will be destroyed immediately after they are
used.
MORE
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Q
And he could do it after five years and
one day for everything?
MR. BUCHEN:

Q

Right.

Now can you go then from there to the

documents?
MR. BUCHEN: The documents are a different
category. There is no present gift of documents as
distinguished from the tapes. However, there is a threeyear period when there will be controlled access by the
owner of those documents requiring the double-key
arrangement with the General Services Administrator. And
the former President is under obligation to respond to
any subpoena involving documents, just as he is to those
involving tapes.
During the threa-year period involving documents,
the former President will be under obligation to respond
to subpoenas involving those documents. At any time,the
former President can designate certain documents by
description to become the absolute property of the United
States.
However, after the three-year period, he may
either elect to complete his gifts or to withdraw materials
as he desires. These are documentary materials.
Q

Why the three-year limit?

MR. BUCHEN: We felt that as a practical matter
on the documentation that would be long enough. It gives
everybody a warning. Obviously if there is a subpoena
out that was obtained in the three years and the matter
of its resolution has not been concludec, the subpoena
would prevail.

Q

Can you destroy the documents after three

years?
MR. BUCHEN:

Yes, if

he wants to withdraw them.
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By the way, Mr. Buchen, I may be wrong in what
I am about to say, but I am going to predicate a question
on it, nevertheless.
Q

I am under the impression that the tapes, as
opposed to documents, the tapes were -- that things such
as taperecordings were not covered when Congress covered
that loophole and for that reason, the former President
could donate those tapes to the Government and claim
a tax exemption.
Your second window, the ten-year time for destruction appears to rule that out; is that right?
1

MR. BUCHEN: He has already given them to the U.S.
Government to be a gift effective at the end of the 5-year
period.

Q

After he destroys them all?

MR. BUCHEN: He can't destroy them during the
first five-year period.

Q
He has given them as a gift to the United
States -- we are talking about tapes now -- he has
given them as a gift to the United States for five
years; is that right?
MR. BUCHEN: No, it is the other way around.
He has retained title for five years and the gift takes
effect at the end of the fifth year.
Q

But he can destroy his gift?

MR. BUCHEN:

He doesn't have access to them.

Q
But he can the next day. Didn't you
say five years and one day he could destroy them all?

MR. BUCHEN:

He can order their destruction.

What can he do with the copies?
dispose of them for his own purpose?
Q

Can he

MR. BUCHEN: No, the copies will go back into the
hands of the General Services Administrator and they
will be destroyed after he has listened to them.

Q
Mr. Buchen, after the ten-year period, is it
mandated that the tapes, all tapes and all copies be
destroyed?
MR. BUCHEN:

That is a condition.
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Q

So, his gift in the second five years is a
limited gift, in time it is a limited gift, say limited
to five years; is that right?
MR. BUCHEN:
Q

No.

You say he has given them to the United

States?
MR. BUCHEN:
Q

Effective five years from now.

Why are they going to be destroyed after

five years?
MR. BUCHEN: Well, maybe they never should
have been made in the first place. This was his desire
and I think it is consistent with the fact that these
matters do involve conversations with people who had no
realization that their voices were being recorded.
As an old spokesman for the right of privacy,
I think there is considerable merit for putting these in
a separate category from documents.

Q

Mr. Buchen, was any consideration given
to the right of history?
MR. BUCHEN: I am sure the historians will protest, but I think historians cannot complain if evidence
for history is not perpetuated which shouldn't have been
created in the first place.

Q

Is there anything he can keep, or intends to

keep?
MR. BUCHEN: I am sure there are items in the
documents that he would intend to keep. Of course, it
would involve family letters, things of a highly personal
nature.

Q
Mr. Buchen, if it is Mr. Nixon's desire to
destroy the tapes after ten years, would it not be logical
to assume he will destroy them after five years?
MR. BUCHEN:

That is his option, order them

destroyed.

Q

What about the gift option?

The tax deduction

option?

MR. BUCHEN: I am not his tax lawyer and it seems
to me if you give a gift with instructions that the items
have to be destroyed, that the gift immediately loses its
value, so I would think it would be very questionable.
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Q

What about the President, though?

Could

he -MR. BUCHEN: They will not be perpetuated
beyond the limited use.
Q
Does the word "copies" include written
transcripts as well as the originals?
MR. BUCHEN:

Yes.

Q
As a practical matter, at the end of
five years, then all the tapes will be destroyed except
those under subpoena?
MR. BUCHEN: No, because he reserves the right
to keep the window open for himself for another five years?

Q

Just the President, no public?

MR. BUCHEN:

That is right.

Q
Is it a question they can be destroyed
in five years, but must be destroyed in ten years?
MR. BUCHEN:
five years.

They can't be destroyed short of

Q
Mr. Buchen, Prosecutor Jaworski gave no
indication that he objected to the pardon. Is it your
impression that he sort of feels relieved?
MR. BUCHEN:

Wouldn't you if you were in his

place?
THE PRESS:

Thank you.
END
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MR. HUSHEN: As I announced earlier, Mr. Philip
Buchen, the Counsel to the President has agreed to come
back out here today to answer some of the .questions
you have.
Let me say we are going to give them 60 seconds
to get some photographs and then they will go away.
(Laughter)
Let me say at the outset that the document
that is about to be handed out 'is embargoed until the
completion of the briefing ..
MR. BUCHEN: Thi.s is a follow-up, of course,
of the meeting we had on Sunday. And at that time someone
asked the question about the disclosures made to me
by Special Prosecutor Jaworski to the areas of investigation
in which his special force was engaged.
was:

And my answer was that the question asked him
"What matters could arguably involve further steps?"

And I reported that it r'ead like a list from
one of your newspapers.
You have now before you the document that was
furnished to me and~ although the copy of the Special
Prosecutor's memorandum from Hen~y Ruth to
the Special Prosecutor dated Se.ptember 3, 1974, on the
subject of Mr. Nixon was.sent to me in confidence, Mr.
Jaworski has since advised me that: if'I' were willing
to assume the responsibility for its release, he would
raise no objection to my doing so.
Ho~ever,

he cautioned that in the event of
its release, he would expect that it bemade available in
its entirety, including the first and last para~raphs
of the memorandum, and I quote that the first paragraph
reads:
"The following matters are· still under investigation in thi~· Office- and may prove· to have some direct
connection to activities in wh.ich Mr. Nixon is personally
involved:"
MORE
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At the conclusion of the memorandum Mr. Ruth,
in reporting to Mr.-><Jaworski, wrote:
"None of these matters at the moment rises to
the level of our ability to p~oye even a probable
criminal violation by Mr. Nixon, but :r thought you
ought to know which of the pending investigations
were even remotely connecte<l to Mr. N:ixon.... Of course,
the Watergate cover-up is the subjecf of a separate
m~morangstm • 11
-Now I wiU try to field any questions •.
Q
Tell us abou.t consider.ing pa,rdons
for everybody involved in Watergate?
·

MR., BUCHE;N:.

Q

Lam not involved in that matter.

Well, who is?

t:fR. BUCHEN.: I said at. the time of the last
press co*·fe~el)ce to my ~nowledge no thought was. being; gi.ven
to that and I have not been called in.to· do.any part
of the study so far. I assume I will be.
·
Q
Q

. Who

i.s at. this Point?

Who is considering this, the. Pre:sident?

MR. BUCHEN:

The President made the statement •

.Mr. Buch~en, can you tell us if anyone tri.ep
to persuade Mr. ·Nixon· to confess guilt prior to the gran'tl.ng
of the pardo.n,by Pre~iden~ Ford?
.Q.

MR. BUCHEN: No. Mr. Mille~ at the time that I
informed him that the President was considering a possible
pardon. for. Mp. Nixon, was told by, .me that I thought it would
be very beneficial in the interests of the country, in tl:le
interf!f3ts of the.present .Administration and in the i11terest
of the former President, that as full a statement as possiQle
should be issued bY Mr. Nixon but that I had been told
that that was not a condition to.the'consideration of ttte
pardon.
. Mr •.. Miller at. that time assur~d me that he agreed
with·me.that such a, stai:emE,:nt should be.fo;rthcoming '
from his cli~nt.
:J:'

Q
Mr. BucHen, I was wondering, if,as the
President's legal counsel~· , would you advise that the
Pr~~~dent.in this,stvdy about the possibility of giving
amnesty to si.ll the Watergat.e people, tbat·$xcluded'"' .
from:· the· pe9ple doing the study should be all I-lixon holdover>s? t'7ould you advise, or do you think it is reasonab.l~
for Nixon holdovers to participate in a study of possible
amnesty to all Nixon defendant~?
MORE
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MR. BUCHEN: I think that is a decision the
President will have to instruct me on.

Q

How would you advise him?

Q

Did you finish you answer to the earlier

question?
MR. BUCHEN:

I was finished.

Q
Could I follow-up then, sir? Did the former
President balk at this, was there negotiation on what
finally came out in his statement afterwards?
Did you see that statement, sir, or did anyone
else in the White House see it prior to its issuance?
MR. BUCHEN: When Mr. Becker came back from
San Clemente, he was able. to report the substance of
the statement that he thought would be forthcoming after
the announcement was made.
But we did not have the statement in the form
in which it was ultimately delivered.

Q
Are you satisfied that this was as·fulla
statement as possible.coming from the former President?
MR. BUCHEN: That is something that I think would
require going into the former President's mind. Obviously,
if you do not condition an act of mercy on the recipient
of the mercy doing anything, you are not in a position
to do much bargaining.
Mr. Buchen, did Mr. Becker go to San Clemente
with a much stronger statement, or a statement -~
Q

MR. BUCHEN:

He had no statement in hand.

Q
You say he came back with a statement
he reported the substance of the statement he thought
would be forthcoming. Was that substance substantially
different from the statement .that was then issued?
MR. BUCHEN: No, the essential feature was the
statement that the President believed he had not acted
decisively and forthrightly in_respect to the Watergate
once it became a judicial proceeding and the regret for
having done wrong was in the report that Becker gave us.

Q
Was it your hope or intention early in those
negotiations to get Mr. Nixon to agree to a statement in
which he admitted his own personal wrong-doing and
involvement in the Watergate cover-up?
MORE
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MR. BUCHEN: Again I had to rely on what
Mr. Miller believed' would be irt the best interests of
his client and the country, because I had no authority
to extract a statement of my own making.

Q
Not what was in the former President's
mind, but what was in your mind? Do you think that the
final statement met the standa'rds that you and Mr.
Miller discussed at the meeting?'
MR. BUCHEN: Well, I thinkthey .did,·because,
as some.. of your papers have already· suggested, the very·
fact that a man accepts a pardon does imply that he
belfeves it is necessary for him to hz...ve that pardon, or
that it is useful for him to have that pardon.
And there aren't many instances in which it is
useful to have a pardon unless there is a strong probability
of guilt.

Q
Mr. Buchen, do you think that you and President
Ford·niisread the'public's acceptance of the terms of this
pardon and'the acceptance in Congress?
MR. BUCHEN: Well, I was not doing much reading
on t~e outside as to what might happen. That was really
outsfae my bailiwick, so I cannot tell you.

Q
Mr. Buchen, do you and the President hope
that the former President will at some time, perhaps
in the ··near future, release some· kind of formal statement
detailing further his connection with Watergate?
·
MR. BUCHEN: I have not given that any thought
and I assume that would be entirely up to the former
President~·

Q
·Mr. Buchen, you were involved in the preaccession negotiations and pre-transition operations of
the Ford Administration. Was there at any time any discussion between any high-ranking member of the Ford group and
any member of the Nixon group as to the possibility of a
pardon for Nixon in advance of his leaving office?
MR. BUCHEN~ I answered that question Sunday arid,
to my knowledge, there was absolutely none and it never
came up as a matter to be discussed by the transition tea~·
And I think
in virtually all meetings df. ·.
.. ·I participated
- .
.
the trans1t1on team.

.

Q

How about between Ford and Nixon alone?

MR. BUCHEN:

I

don't believe so.

Q
Can you find out definitely whether there
was no deal before Nixon left office?
MR. BUCHEN: Well, I know the man in the
President's office quite well and I can assure you he
did not make a deal. I know him that well.
MORE
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Q

Mr. Buchen, he assured us in a press
conference it would be untimely to do such a thing, and
he assured us when he was nominated for Vice-President
that the American.people would not. stand for it. Can
you give us an explanation of this?
MR. BUCHEN: Let's take the first; the matter of
untimeliness seems to me to involve a debate that really
makes little sense, because a man who. had to consider
whether or not to grant a parqon, it seems to me, has.to
consider the fact that if a pardon' is desirabie,·the
earlier.it. comes, the better.
It is like making a man walk a plank. You wait
until he takes the first step. You wait until he gets to
the middle of the plank. You wait until he jumps off. the
end, and then dive in to rescue him. I.think it represents
let me put it this way. I don't think an act of mercy can
ever be untimely, and it certainly becomes less merciful
if you postpone the agony.

Q
Mr. Buchen, in that statement, you are
suggesting that the former President was going to go
off the end of the plank?
MR. BUCHEN:
possibility.

I think there was a strong

Q
When Mr. Becker was out at San Clemente,
did he discuss in the President's presence what the.
President might say in a statement, and did the President
get angry at the suggestions that·he admit guilt?.
MR. BUCHEN: I think thos.e negotiations were
entirely with Mr. Ziegler, so I don't think we.have any·
knowledge of what the President -·Q

The New York Times states tbis morning

as I quoted it.

Q

You better clear up what you mean by
"walking the plank;" do you mean suicide or going to .jail?
MR. BUCHEN: No, as I understand "walking the
plank," it is because the man has been convicted of some
crime that offended the master of the ship, or not
convicted, say indicted.

Q

What about the question of health; Mr.
Buchen, how did that figure into this decision?
MR. BUCHEN: I don't know because I wasn't
party to any of the investigations or discussions, if
there were any, about the former President's health.
MORE
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Q
Did you say Mr. Becker at no time spoke
to Mr. Nixon in San Clemente?
M·R. BUCHEN:

I didn't say that.

Q
'I thought you said the negotiations were
entirely with Mr. Ziegler? ·

MR. BUCHEN: I don't :know.whether 'there were
negotiations, 'but the ·matter of the content of· 'the
President •s· ·statement,· which he contempl'ated giving ·
when the pardon was issued,...:.was dealt' with entirely
through Ron Z-iegler. The only face-to-face matters
taken up with the former President dealt with the manner'
of managing and disposing of his papers and tapes.
. .

'..

.

~ ~

.

.

,.

Q
Mr.·Buchen, did Mr. terHorst ask you on
Friday whether Mr. Beeker· was involved in discussing ·
a pardon with the former President during his trip to
California, and i'f he' di'd, what did you tell hirri?

up.

MR. BUCHEN:

Well, we better clear that·one

Jerry terHorst reported to me that someone · ·:
had observed Benton Becker and Jack Miller in the ·area
of San Clemente. Jerry terHorst asked me what the
purpose of my having sent Benton Becker out to San Clem~nte
was, and I said that the purpose was to take a document
that had been prepared in rough draft before he left
Washington, had been prepared by Mr. Miller, which related
to the management and 'disposing of the tapes and' records·.
However, we objected and wanted changes in those
documents, partly because we were concerned as to the
practicality of some of the . proposals made insofar as they
involve the Administrator of the General Services
Administration.
The matter is ·ve~y complex, as you see, so I
suggested, when Mr. Miller said he would have to go and
discuss the terms of that document with his client, that
Mr. Becker go along, so·that there would·be a way that
Mr. Becker could be on hand as·changes, additions·or
whatnot were proposed and so that he would available to
report back to me on the progress·of.the negotiations.
That was the purposeof the assignment.
We specifically asked you if Mr. Becker
was out there engaging in pardon negotiations?
Q

MR. BUCHEN:
that is the point.

There were no pardon negotiations,
MORE
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Anything at all?

Q
You sent him out with instructions to say
that the President had this under consideration?
Q

Would you answer my question, please?

MR. BUCHEN:. Mr. Miller knew that the pardon
was imder consideration, and he could report to his_ client.
It was not necessary for Mr. Becker to do anything in
connection with the pardon.

Q
Didn't Mr. Beqker take out a copy of the
proposed pardon?
MR. BUCHEN: Yes, he dicf. It was a draft that
he and I had worked on very hurriedly Thursday afternoon
before he had t9 leave on. the plane. I said, ·!'Benton,
you are going to be ·five hours on that plane, take a copy
along, keep working on it, I don't think it is in the
form we want to submit to the President for his consideration. Take it along and work on it."
.
Q
You diqn't tell Mr •. terHorst that?
'

MR. BUCHEN: No, I will explain; as you may
appreciate, being oounsel to anyo~e, or lawyer to anyone,
imposes certain restrictions, and !'believe, on this
matter, I was unqer complete restriction as a lawyer
to the President not to disclose what I was doing for
the President on a matter that he regarded.as highly
confidential.

Q
~Q

on Friday}

Did the subject of pardon ever
Would you .say that yqu misled Mr. tepHorst

MR. BUCHEN: Let me put it this way; I can see
how he could have been misled.
Q

Can

yo~

see how he could not have been

misled?
MR. BUCHEN: No, I can see how he. could have been
misled. I don't say he could not have been. After all, if
you get a questi9n, why.is a man whom.you~haye sent'to
San Clemente there, and I give him an answer, I can see
when he iri turn had to respond to .the man, or the reporter
making the inquiries, that.he would inj'ect a..negative,
was he there doing anything e+se. And I ~ssume that'
Jerry said, "Well, as far as I know he wasn't," because
I had not told him he was doing anything else.
MORE
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Q
Did you tell him he wasn't, out there
discussing the pardon?
MR. BUCHEN : ·
Q

pry ,

no • ,

Why was it sometping you qouldn't tq.lk

about?
M.R. BUCHEN:
on' the· 1:ape's.

Q

I could' talk about the

neg<;>ti?ttions:1{·~
"
.
'

,",.

When he asked you about the pardon?

MR. BUCHEN:

Hedidn't ask me about the pardon.

Q . Wha~ was the· precision of language used in
President Nixon's statement?. '

MR. BUCHEN:

Let mE!' get the question.

Q
What was the need for the secrecy
negotiations, wHatever ~hey were?'

i~

the.

MR,.. BUCHEN: In the. course of ,any client and
attorney relatio;):ship, usually.until something happens, you
are under obligation not.to disqlose the conversations.
'

'

I mean, what was the need for secrecy about
the fact that a pardonwas being consiqere4, gener~lly,
not just your conveJ:.sations with the-President?
·
Q

MR. BUCHEN: Well, generally, that was the
President's decision and not mine. I was just bound by
my client-attorney relationship.
Q
Mr. Buchen, if Mr. Becker,knew all.about the
pardon, the President seemed to trust him with that.
information, yet he didn't trust Mr. terHorst with that
information?

Q

Or you didn't trust Mr. terHorst with it?

MR. BUCHEN: I had no power to subdelegate in
passing information. The first question is why didn't
the President trust Mr. terHo1;1.st to have the information
at ·:the same time' I. _got it?
I

Q·
No, I mean M~.. .Becl<er. You are talking about
the attorney-client relationship, which invol,ves you
and the Ppesident; Mr. Becker 'is .someone outside that.
relationship, yet he knew about the. pardon because he
was working on the pardon agreements~

MR. BUCHEN: No, he had the same re.lationship
that I had in terms of his being a lawyer and working
MORE
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under my supervision as a lawyer fo~ a client. As in a law
office, if a client comes into an office and the lawyer
assigns a law pa~tner to work on it, the obligation extends
to the other lawyer as well as the original one.
Can you be forthright with us on what is
your advice to the President on pardoning other individuals
associated with the -Q

MR. BUCHEN:
the issue?

Q

I have not given him any advice.

What would be your advice; how do you see

MR. BUCHEN:

I haven't even had time to study it.

Q
When did the President's other advisers find
out that the pardon was under consideration or was to
be granted, and did they agree with it when they found
out about it?
·

Q

And did you?

MR. BUCHEN: I was in the room at the time
when certain advisers were told about it on Friday
.
before Labor Day, but I don't feel free to report the1r
reactions.
'MORE
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Can :you ;tell ·s.~ ·what r<)ie General Haig,
played· 'in this' g,:.a.nting of the pardon?· .. He was in on ·
all of this ·all th~ time, wasn't he? Was he recommendi~g
a pardon duri~g t~is period?
.

Q.

. ·-

Q

!

.

What was the

questi~:m?

MR. BUCHEN: I was asked that question last
n~ght and I can tell you that. every occas,ion when I
was present when the subject was raised and General Haig
was there, he too~ an absolut~ly neutral stand.
.. Q
.Did you say you are not . part of the study
for the other Watergate defendants? · Can you tell me .. ~l)en.
you became aware that that study was in the works?

MR. BUCHEN: I learned from Mr. Hartmann and
Mr. Hushen that. this matter was brought up at the early
morning·conference.

Q

Who brought it up?

Q

Today for the fi:Pst time?

Q
Did
the pardon for the
pardon for Nixon?
lawyer and you are

you say there was a connection between
others and the reaction against the
And secondly, if you are the President's
not working on it, who is?

MR. BUCHEN:

Well, I don't know, Ron.

I

really

don't.

Q
~at about the first part of that question;
is he trying to dampen down the reaction by giving out
pardons to the others?
MR. BUCHEN: Well, I don't interpret studying
a pardon as predicting what the results would be.

Q
Mr. Buchen, as a lawyer, can you see a
distinction between a President granting a pardon to a
former President and granting pardons or not granting
pardons to former subordinates for involvement in the
same illegal acts?
MR. BUCHEN: Well, there certainly is a
distinction. I will later have available for distribution
because I don't think there will be many questions on it
a memorandum, a copy of a memorandum that Mr. Jack Miller
prepared for the Special Prosecutor in which he rather
carefully documents the reason why the situation of his
client is distinguiSEble from the situation of anybody
else's remotely involved in the acts, or Wa~ergate-related
events.
MORE
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Yol:l .. will remember I quoted a letter from· Mr.
Jaworski who did say he thought there was a dis~inction.

Q
Phil, could I ask you this question: Does
not the mere fact that the White House has made a statement
saying that pardons for all Wate~gate defendants are under
study, does that not intrude upon the judicial.process
to the point that the trial for the Watergate defendants,
the trial for September 30, is somehow intruded upon
and interfered with by this statement?
MR. BUCHEN: Well, I don't think so. You see,
after all, the fact that there can .be a pardon hang·s
over the trial of anybody. That is not a unique situation.
The power to pardon exists in the F,ederal Constitution
and I believe in every State Constitution.

Q
This is a matter of great and inteQse
national interest. It is not like the case of any
defendants. This is a case of specific defendants that
have been involved in a great national drama or what
have you, so it is a different case, is it not?
MR. BUCHEN: Yes, but the Presiqential pardo~
power, as wall as that of a Governor of a State, hangs
over the judic::dal proces.s all the time.
'
Q
What purpos~. was served by announcing
this morning, or authQr,i,zing Jack Hushen to announce it
this morning?

MR. BUCHEN: W,ellt I was not party to that
determination so I can'~ tell you •

.Q

What purpose was served by· announcing the
Jaworski letter on the ten points?
MR. BUCHEN: Well, as, I indicated, it was
given to me on a confidential basis. The comments that.
have been made around town is that there was not.a
consideration given of what was, what someone els.e
called "are. there any possible time bombs", and we felt
that it would be in the interest -- provided Mr. Jaworski
consented-- that we do provide.youwith the information
on which the President in part acted before he decided'
to grant the pardon.
In this study that is being·undertaken,
sir, what is your understanding qf.the philosophy behind it
..... that families of all Watergate defendants have suffered
enough, or what other considerations?
Q.

MORE
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Jack gave you. That is all I know.
Q

.,

Where did it first·come up?

Q
Where did this subject of possible clemency
for all other Watergate defendants first come up? You
didn't make that clear. You said "an early morning
conference".

Q

What morning?

MR. BUCHEN:

Q

This morning.

What were the circumstances?

MR. BUCHEN: I don't know except it was reported
to me by Mr. Hartmann and Mr. Hushen that it was raised
this morning.

Q

Where?

MR. BUCHEN: I assume with the President.
don't know the circumstances.

I

Q
Is this a reaction, Mr. Buchen? Is this ·
consideration of the study, consideration of pardons,
and the announcement of this study, is this a reaction
to the popular outcry against the pardon of the former
President?
MR. BUCHEN: I don't think so because the fact
that two people are brought into his confidence this
morning and that confidence has been shared with you
today, doesn't mean that that is when the thought came.
I explained on Sunday when the question was
asked me as to whether any thought was given to the way
in which the pardon power might·be exercised, if at all,
:respecting other people involved, I said that to my
knowledge -- meaning that as far as I knew -- no thought
had been given. But that didn't mean that the thought
processes weren't going on unbeknownst to me o:r unbeknownst
to the people who got the reports this morning.

Q
Mr. Buchen, in going back to my other
question, you said mercy is never untimely. Was the
President not merciful ten days ago when he said it
would be untimely, and was the President lacking in mercy
when he told the committee that the American people
wouldn't stand for it?
What caused him to be suddenly merciful?
you tell us what happened?
MORE
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MR. BUCHEN: I ·wish you would , come -up her.e . , . · ·
and explain the theory of, mercy • You. can probably do · ·
a much .better job than I can..
·· ·
But let me tell you, it·is not:whether to be
merciful, but how he could be merciful, and I do not .
think he was aware that he could act before there was
any formal indictment when he·made his statement before
the press.

Q

Wasn't the President briefed on that
very point before the news qonference? Wasn't he
briefed that there would be a question on pardon and
this was a policy adopted?
MR. BUCHEN:

That is right.

Q
Why. was that policy changed, that there
would be no pardon until there. was due process?
MR. BUCHEN:

You have lost me, I am sorry.

Q
He .announqed a policy at that news
conference and you say he was briefed on that policy.
MR. BUCHEN: He said that he would make no
commitments. His intention then was to make no commitments
on the pardon until something had been brought to him.

Q

Why was that changed?

MR. BUCHEN: Well, because after· the conference,
I assume he reflected on the matter,and tnen asked me to
find out whether or not he could move quicker than he
had indicated at the press conference •
.Q
Did you brief him prior to the news .
conference that the best policy was· for him to wait
until there was some --

MR. BUCHEN:

No, I did not.

Q

With whom was he in. touch with at that
point? Can you t~ll us who he consulted between Wednesday
and Friday when he asked you to begin your research into
precedents?
MR. BUCHEN:

I nave no notion; I really don!t, Pete .•
MORE
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Q
What is your understanding of the
investigation status referred to in the memo? 'Is
Jaworski going on in. his investigation of these
points? Is he going to furnish material' to the public?
· MR. BUCHEN:
the memorandum.

I know nothing more than what is in

·The Watergate cover-up, it says,· is the
subject of a separate memorandum. Has that memorandum
reached you?
Q

MR. ·BUCHEN:

Q

Do you know what it concerns?

MR. BUCHEN:
Q

It has not.

I can imagine what it concerns.

' .Does it indicate to you, as a lawyer reading

this, that that number one is ongoing and unlike this
listing of ten points which according to the memo may
prove to have some connection, but then says thez:.e 'is
no point we can prove regarding Mr. Nixon -- does that
indicate to you that is.a different story entirely
when it comes to the cover-up?

MR. BUCHEN: As you know, this memorandum· was
issued before the pardon, so I don't know what the· effect
of the pardon has on the investigation referred to in
the last paragraph.

Q
You must have had some indication from
the Special·Prosecutor where he stands with regard to
the cover-up investigati·on·;
MR. BUCHEN:

L do not.

In prep:aring your advice. for the President,
did you addr-ess at all the time element of .granting this- ·
pardon, with specific -reference to the posa.ibility that
the Watergate cover-up trial might be affected since the
jury had not been sequestered?
·
Q

MR. BUCHEN: I did not discuss that with the
President, but· I understand, of course, that, one, it
is not certain the jury would be sequestered.. I ass\J.me
it is available to the attorneys for the defendant to··
waive any such request; and, second, I am not sure that
a·story like this could possibly have been kept from the
jury however tightly sequestered.
MORE
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Q
Mr. Buchen, did you get from Mr. Ziegler
or from Mr. Nixon,either after Mr. Becker returned here
or while he was there, some sort of c·ommitment that the
President would not in .the future make· statements
protesting his innocence?
MR. BUCHEN:

We did not.

Mr. Buchen,•.. are .you saying that the Presi• · ·
dent did not know or understand at the time of the
August 28 press conference that the·pardoning power
could be exercised before indictment or conviction?
Q

' · · . MR. BUCHEN: I certainly had . not so advised him,
and he had not asked my advice.

Q
You didn't say that? Do you have reason
to believe that, that he didn't believe he could move
befoJ:'e; ·the indictment was voted?
· ·

MR •.· BUCHE!t:

That ·I don't know.

I didn't ask

him.

•Q
You so far have not given us any explanation for why Mr. Ford changed his mind after that press
conference~ith the possible exception of .his receiving
this documentation of the investigation. ·
Does that mean that the investigation turned
out to be so serious that he thought the former President
wouldn't withstand it?

MR•. BUCHEN: No; I think more significant than
that was the advice that I reported Sunday, namely, that
before there could be a trial, there would have to be a
delay of a yeatt or more, and I think that was the matter
that .concerned him most.

Q
Don't many trials take a year or more to
come to the court ·Or~ to settle.? And· why is Mr;. Nixon to
be treated, any differently in this respect than anyone' e:lse?
MR. BUCHEN: ·Every defendant under the law is
entitled to a prompt trial provided he can have a fair· •
trial by an impartial jury.

Q
When did you advise the Presidept of the
long delay of nine months or a year? Was that after
the press conference?
MORE
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MR. BUCHEN: He asked me after the press
conference, or that Friday·, to find the answer. So
apparently someone had told him that that probably would
be the case.
But he wanted his own lawyer to ask the Special
Prosecutor who would be the best judge, of how long it
might take, and that is the reason I went to Mr. Jaworski,
so we would have an expert opinion.
I don't claim to be an expert. On the other
hand, I have read the cases that are cited by Mr. Nixon's
own attorney who makes the same arguments very effectively
in a memorandum that you can all take back to your legal
counsels, because I don't think you want to read it all.
Q
However you did know that indictments could
be very quick, the question of laying out the.charges on
the public~ record would not have taken very long -- maybe
a month; is that correct?

MR. BUCHEN: As you know, the word came out
that the former President -- then the President -- was
about to be na~~d as an unindicted co-conspirator, so the
indictment involves -- that involves the defendants, involves
probably everything that involves Mr. Nixon alone.

Q

But it is not the same, really.

MR. BUCHEN: I think it is pretty good evidence
of what that jury intended to do and would have done if
there had not been a pardon.

Q
Was consideration given to the timing of
when this jury would have done this, vis-a-vis the November
elections?
MR. BUCHEN: It had•nothing·to do with the
elections
However, it was evident it was the President's
decision to grant a pardon before the indictment. He
would have to act fairly soon because it was not
possible, of course, to grade the Grand Jury in the time
it would act.

Q

May I clear up a question here?

MR. BUCHEN:

Let me get Phil first.

Q
In view of the last sentence in this memorandum, didn't you have any qualms about whether you could
give the President full legal advice on what he could do?
When it says here there are other matters and other
memoranda which you have not seen, how could you give
the President full advice on what he could do on the
pardon in view of that?
MORE
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- 17 MR. BUCHEN: Well, we bex·i-eved, of course, that
the evidence before the House Judiciary Committee on '
this very point that resulted in the article that brought
a unanimous vote ultimately, and based on particularly
the June 23 tapes, gave every indication of·what was
involved in the alleged Watergate cover-up and we
didn't think we needed to know any more than that.

Q

I think my;notes are correct, that is,you
told us ea;r,lier, ''I do not think (tlie President) was·
aware that he could grant a pardon before the indictment
when he made his press conference statement." Is that
right?
MR. BUCHEN: · As fa~r -as 'I kriow. I don't believe
that he was or tha~t he understood what, if any, probleJI!s.
I am talking l:egal·problems, now ..... would arise if he ·
acted before indictment.
!

Q
The President seemed to say in his news
conference that he wouldn't act onthe pardon until
after anindictment and your explanation, that there
would be nine months or a yeart perHilt>s longer,before
a trial, doesn't really go to the question of why he
changedhis mind about waiting until after·an indictment
to act on a pardon.
MR. BUCHEN: Well, I guess all I can go back
to is my own analogy. If you are· going tQ'~-.;. if you do
come to the.. conclusidn you ought to consid~r ·m~rcy, it
doesn't seem to be very relevant to consider what other
steps you ought to require the man to whom you are granting
mercy must take •
And at the news conference he had not njade
up his mind yet?
. ·Q

MR. BUCHEN:

He had not made up his mind.

Q
You are saying the main reason he changed
his mind was because somebody tQld him there would be
this long delay and he ~sked you to check it out and
you did. And then he decided to grant the pardon? Did
someone decide that the long delay would wreck Mr. Nixon's
health?
MR. BUCHEN:

Not that I know of.

Q
Has there been any discussion about the
former President not wishing to testify or be a witness?
MORE
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MR, BUCHEN:
he has no choice.

Well, he is under subpoena so

Q

I know, but if you are considering pardons,
if there is consideration for others, that would spare
the former President from t·estifying, is that part of
this study?
MR. BUCHEN:
don't know •.

I have not seen the study, so I

Q
In your discussion of the cover-up
memorandum a moment ago, you said the June 23 tape
told you everything you needed to know about .that.
MR. BUCHEN: I didn't say everything. I
also said the findings of the House Judiciary Committee.

Q

Right, and earlier he spoke of the
necessity, the acceptance of the pardon, the necessity
for the pardon. Did this mean that you and the President
in offering this pardon to the President, would make
a presumption of guilt?
MR. BUCHEN: First, take the "you" pronoun·
out of that and perhaps I can answer it. I did advise
the President that a pardon could be characterized as
implying guilt on the part of the person who was pardoned
because there is no other reason for granting a pardon.
But that did not deter or affect his determination to act
when he finally made up his mind to do so.

Q

From the perspective of the person who
accepts the pardon, does the acceptance of the pardon
amount to a tacit admission of guilt?
MR. BUCHEN: You can so accept it. The question
never came up. I couldn't find in any cases where that
question was litigated, so I can't give you any authority.
But it just takes common sense and logic to reach that
conclusion.
Let's have one of the women.
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Q

Thank you.

Throughout t·his, we have -heard solely about the
consideration of an indictment and the lengthy period of time
between indictment and trial. Did you try to determine
from Mr. Jaworski the possibility of a plea from the former
~esident?
Now faced with the prospect of a multicount
indictment, as he was and as I am sure Mr. Miller advised
him, it seems extremely likely there might have been a plea
far sooner than there would ever have been an indictment
and trial. Did you ask for any timing on this, and if not,
why not?
MR. BUCHEN: I did,eonsult, of course, with
Mr. Nixon's Attorney, and I was pretty sure from what
he told me that in his mind there would never be a plea.
Q
There would have been a trial then; you are
saying he would have gone the whole route had he not been
pardoned?

MR. BUCHEN:

I believe so.

MR. HUSHEN: Let '.S·-·take two more questions. We
been out here for forty-five minutes. Two more questions.

Q
Maybe you have answered this; why did
President Ford want mercy for Richard Nixon?
MR. BUCHEN: Because I think he truly believed
it would be in the best interests of the country.

Q

Mr. Buchen, if you are done with that answer,

I would like to ask you, as a lawyer, do you think it not

fair and proper that, if the President considers amnesty
or granting a pardon for persons convicted for or indictments
for burglary, perjury, conspiracy in Watergate related
crimes, that he should give equal consideration to pardoning
other persons indicted or convicted of burelnpy, perjury or
conspiracy in non-Watergate related crimes?
MR. BUCHEN: I wish I were a better student of
the ethics or morality of mercy, but I believe a
representative of the clergy would substantiate my
remarks that, throughout our religious history -- and I
don't mean just the Christian Religion -- there has always
been a separate category of mercy that we know has never
been equally dispensed and we know that it is an act of
grace that is many times inexplicable.

in the room have sought
mercy on matters that we wanted to blame ourselves for,
or some adverse consequences, and we didn't always get mercy.
I am sure all of us

MORE
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Mercy seems to work in very unequal fashion.
That is a point on which Jerry terHorst and I have
disagreed·. He has a. notion, as he said, that mercy
should be dispensed with in the same even-handed fashion
as we would like to see justice dispensed.
·
.B.ut, I believe history tells us mercy doesn't
work the _same way •.
Q

Mr.· Buchen

MR. ,:aO~f!EtJ:

.

Thank you, ladies and gentlemen.

Q
Mr. Buchen,· is there any limitation on
the power of pardons? 1 .
MR. BUCHEN:
, Q

;".)I

Is ther'l·any limitation on this at all? ·

MR. BUCHEN:
Q

refer you to --

I refer you to the Constitution.

Is there, anything he could do that was more

than this?
•. }·'*..

. . :. · MR. BUCHEN: .-No , not that I could find in the

Constitution; no.

~nk you.
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In the East Room
At the White House
Washington, D.C.
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THE PRESIDENT:

Please sit down.

Ladies and gentlemen, this press conference is
being held at a time when many Americans are observing the
Jewish religious new year. It be~ins a period of selfexaminat~on and reconciliation.
In opening this press
conference, I am mindful that the spirit of this nolt day
has a meaning for all Americans.
In examining one's deeds of the last year and
in assuming responsibility for pas.t actions and personal
decisions, one can reach a point of growth and change. The
purpose of looking back is to go forward with a new and
enlightened dedication to our highest values.
The record of the past year does not have to
be endlessly relived, but can be transformed by commitment
to new insights and new actions in the year to come.
-

Ladies and

~entlemen,

I am ready for your

questions.
Mr. Cormier.
QUESTION: Mr. President, some Congressional
Republicans who have talked to you have hinted that you
may have had a secret reason for F,ranting President Nixoll
a pardon sooner than you indicated you would at the last
news conference, and I wonder if you could tell us what
that reason was.
THE PRESIDENT: At the outset, let me say I
.had no secret reason, and I don't recall telling any
Republican that I had such a reason. Let me review quickly,
if I misht, the things that transpired following the last
news conference.
HORE
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As many of you know, I answered two, maybe
three questions concerning a pardon at that time. On
return to the office, I felt that I had to have mv c;unsel
undertake a thorough examination as to what my right of ·
pardon was under the Const~tut~on. I also felt that
it was very important that I find out what legal actions,
if any, were contemplated by the Special Prosecutor.
That information was found out, and it ~1as
indicated to me that the possibility exists, the very
real possibility that the President would be charged with
obstructing justice and ten other possible criminal
actions.
In addition," I asked my general counsel~to
find out,if he could, how long such criminal proceedings
would take, from the indictment, the carrying- on of the'
trial, et cetera, and I was informed that this would
take a year, maybe somewhat longer, for the whole process
to Q:o through.

t

also asked my counsel to find out whether
or not under decisions of the judicial system a fair
trial would be given to the former President.
After I got that information, which took tw~
or three days, I then began to evaluate, in my own mind,
whether or not I should take the action, which I
· subsequently did.
Miss Thomas.
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QUESTION: Throughout your Vice Presidency,
you said that you didn't believe that former President
Nixon had ever committed an impeachable offense. Is
that still your belief or do vou believe that his
acceptance of a pardon implies his guilt, or is an
admission of guilt?
THE PRESIDENT: The fact that 38 members of
the House· Committee on the Judiciary, Democrat and
~eoublican, have unanimously agreed jn tbe report that
was filed that the former President was guilty of an
~mpeachable offense, I think is very persuasive
evidence.
And the second_question, I don't recall
QUESTION:

(

An admission of guilt?

THE PRESIDENT: Was the acceptance of the
pardon by the President an admission of guilt? The
acceptance of a pardon 2 I think, can be construed by
many, if not all, as an admission of guilt.
Yes, Mr.

Nessen.

QUESTION: What reports have you received OD
Mr. Nixon's health, and what effect, if any 2 did this
nave on your decision to pardon him now?
THE PRESIDENT:
I hc;.v~ asked Dr. Lukash, t·~ho
is the head physician in the vJhite House 3 to keeo me
posted in proper channels as to the former President's
health. I have been informed on a routine day-to-day
basis, but I don't think I am at liberty to give any
information as to those reports that I have received.
You also asked what impact
health have on my decision. I think
that just before I gave my statement
I gave the pardon I personally wrote
threat to the President's health,"

did the President's
it is· well knoHn
at the time that
in a phrase 11 the

The main concern that I had at the time I made ·
the decision was to heal the wounds throughout the
United States. For a period of 18 months or longer, we
had had turmoil and divisiveness in the Amepican soc_ietx.
At the same time, the United States h~d rnkjor problems
both at home and abroad that needed the maximum personal
attention of the President and many others in the Goyepnment.
It seemed to me that as long as this divisiveness
rontinued, th1s turmo1l ex~sted, caused by the charges
and counter char~es, the res2onsible peonle in tje
Government could not give their total attention to the
problems that we had to solve at home and ahrqad.
MORE
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And the net result was that I was more
anxious to heal the Nation. That' was the top priority.
I felt then, and I feel now, that the action I took
will do that. I couldn't be oblivious, however, to
news accounts that I had concerning the President's health,
but the major reason for the action.Itook related· to the
effort to reconcile divisions in cur country and to
heal the wounds that had festered far too long.
that ou were
o
before ou decided wheth r
you d~cide on Sunday morning.abruptly,to pardon
dent·Nixon?

told us
o on

I didn't decide abruptly. I
ex lained a moment a o the recess that I went through
subsequent to the last press conference. When I ha
assembled all of that information that carne to me
through my counsel, I then most carefully analyzed the
situation in the country and I decided that we could not
afford in America an extended period of continued turmoil
and the fact that the trial, and all of the parts thereof,
would have lasted a year -- perh_aps more -- with the
continuation of the divisions iu America, I felt that
~·should take the action that I did.promptlY agd
effectively.
QUESTION: Mr. President, I would like to ask you
a question about the decision relating to custody of the
Nixon tapes and documents. Considering the enormous
interest that the Special Prosecutor's office had in
those documents for further investigation, I am wondering
why. the negotiations with t1:r. Nixon's X'epresentatives were
conducted strictly between the counsel in your office
without bringing in discussions with either Mr. Jaworski's
representatives or those from the Justice Department.
THE PRESIDENT: In the first place, I did receive
a memorandum, or legal opinion, from the Department of
Justice which indicated that in the opin~on of the
Department of Justice, the documents, tapes, the
ownership of them were in the hands of the former
President.
Historically, that has been the.case for all
Presidents.
Now, the negotiations for the handling of the
tapes and documents were undertaken and consummated by my
staff and the staff of the former· President. I believe
that they have been properly preserved and they will be
available under subpoena for any criminal proceeding.
Now, the Special Prosecutor's staff has indicated some
concern. I am saying tonight that my staff is working with
the Special Prosecutor's staff to try and alleviate
any concerns that they have. I hope a satisfactory
arrangement can be worked out.
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QUESTION: Mr. President, during you~
hearings as Vice President, you said th~t
you did not think that the country would stand for a
President to pardon his predecessor. Has your mind.been
changed about such public opinion?
confirmc~ion

THE PRESIDENT: In those hearings before
the Senate Committee on Rules and Administration, I
was asked a hypothetical guestion, and in answer to
that hypothetical question I responded by saying that
I did not think the American people would stand for such
an action.
Now that I am in the White House and don't
have to answer hypothetical guestions but have to
deal with reality, it was my judgment, after analyzing
all of the facts, that it was in the best interest of
the United States for me to take the action that I did.
I think if you will reread what I said in
answer to that hypothetical guestion, I did not say I
wouldn 1 t, I simply said that under the \vay the question
was phrased, the American people would object.
But I am absolutely convinced when dealing with
reality in this very, very ·.difficult situation, that
I made the right decision in an effort, an honest,
conscientious effort, to end the divisions and the
turmoil in the United States.

QUESTION: Mr. President, is there any safeguard in the·tapes agreement that was made with Mr. Nixon,
first,with their destruction in the event anything
happens to him, because under the agreement they will
be destroyed, and secondly, should not the tapes be
kept in the White House until the Special Prosecutor has
finished d~aling with them?
THE PRESIDENT: The tapes and the documents
are still in our possession and we are, as I said a
moment ago, working with the Special Prosecutor'~ office,
to alleviate any concerns they have as to their disposition
and their availability.
'

The agreement' as to destruction is quite clearcut. As long as Mr. Nixon is alive and during the
period of time that is set forth, they are available for
subpoena by a court involving any criminal proceedings.
I think this is a necessary requirement for the protection
of evidence for any such action.
MORE
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QUESTION: Mr. President, recent Congressional testimony has indicated that the CIA, under the
direction of a committee headed by Dr. Kissinger,
attempted to destablize the Government of Chile under
former President Allende.
Is it the policy of your Administration to
attempt to destabilize the governments of other
democracies?
THE PRESIDENT: Let me answer in general.
think this is a.-very important question.

I

Our Government, like other governments, does
take certain actions in the intelligence field to help
implement foreign policy and protect national security. I
am informed reliably that Communist nations spend vastly
more money than we do for the same kind of purposes~
Now, in this particular case, as'I understand
it, and there is no doubt in my mind,our Government had no
involvement whatsoever in the Allende coup. To my
knowledge, nobody has charged that. The facts are we had
no involvement in any way-whatsoever in the coup itself.
of time; three•or four -years ago,
there was an effort being made-by the Allende government
to-destroy opposition:news media, both the writing pt'ess
as :well as:the electronic press,and to destroy opposition
political parties. · . .::.:
·
In·~;::cp·eriod

The effort that was made in this case-·was
to·help and assist·the preservation of opposition newspapers and electronic media and to preserve opposition
political parties •
.-;. · ... ·.I think this is· in the best interest of the
people in Chile, and certainly in our best interest.
;
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The 40 committee was established in 1948. · It
has been in existence under-Presidents since that time.
That committee reviews every covert operation undertaken
by our Government~ and that-information is relayed to the
responsible Congt'essional committees where it is. reviewed ·
by House and Senate· committees.
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It seems to me that ·the 40:committee should.
continue in existence, and I am going tQ meet with the
responsible Congressional committees to see whether or
not they want any changes in the review process so that
the Congress, as well as the President, are fully informed
and are fully .included in the operations for any .such:· ,
action.
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QUESTION: 1n view of public reaction, do
xou think the Nixon pardon really served to blnd up the
Nation's wounds? I wonder if you would assess public
react1on to that move.
THE PRESIDENT: I must say that the decision
has created more antagonism than I anticipated. But as
I look over the long haul with a trial or several trial9
of a former President, criminal trials, the
Possibility of. a former President being in the dock so
to speak, and the divisions that would have existed not
just for a lireited period of time, but for a long
perlod of time, it seems to me that when I had the
choice b~tween that possibility and the possibility of
¥ak1ng direct action hoping to conclude it, I am
still convinced, des ite the ublic reaction so far tha
t e dec1sion I made was the right one.

(

QUESTION: Mr. President, in regard to the
pardon, you talk about the realities of the situation.
Now those realities rightly or wrongly included a good
many people who speculate atcut whether or not there is
some sort of arrangement -- even some of them call a deal
petween you and the former President or between your staff
'and his staff, resignation in exchange for a full pardon.
The question is: Is there or was there, to
your knowledge, any kind of understanding about this?
THE PRESIDENT: There was no understanding, no
deal between me and the former President, nor between my
staff and the staff of the former President,. none
whatsoever.
QUESTION: Mr. President, there is a bill that
the Treasury Department has put forward, I think it is
about 38 pages. Under this bill, which deals with getting
hold of the returns, Internal Revenue r.eturns of the
citizens of the country, you could take action to get those
returns whenever you wanted to.
I wonder if you are aware of this, and if you
feel that you need to get those returns of citizens.
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c

THE PRESIDENT: It is my understanding that a
President has, by tradition and practice, and by law,
the right to have access to income tax returns. I
personally think that is something that should be kept
very closely held. A person's income tax return is
a very precious thing to that individual and, therefore,
I am about to issue an Executive Order that makes it even
more restriqtive as to how those returns can be handled
and I do think that a proposed piece of legislation that is
coming to me and subsequently will be submitted, as I
recollect, to the Congress would also greatly tighten up
the availabili·ty or accessibility· of income tax returns.
I think they should be closely held and I can assure
you that they l.Jill be most judiciously handled as far as I
am concerned.
Yes.
QUESTION: Mr. President, looking beyond the Nixon
papers and ·in view of some criticism in Cgngre~s, do you believe
we may have now reached the point where Presidential
White House papers should remain in the Government's
hands as the property of the Government?
THE PRESIDENT: As far as I am personally
concerned, I can see a legitimate reason for Presidential
papers remaining the property of the Government. In my
own case, I made a decision some years ago to turn over
all of my Congressional papers, all of my Vice Presidential
papers to the University of Hichigan archives.
As far as I am concerned, whether they go to the
archives for use or whether they stay the possession of the
Government, I don't think it makes too much difference.
I have no desire, personally, to retain whatever
papers come out of my Administration.
Mr. Mollenhoff.
QUESTION: .Mr. President, at the last DAess
conference you said, "The code of ethics that will be
followed will be the example that I set. t:
Do you fil1Q
any conflicts of interest in the decision to grant a
sweeping pardon to your life-long friend and your
financial benefactor with no consultation for advice
and JUdgment for the legal fallout?
THE PRESIDENT: The decision to grant a pardon,
to Mr. Nixon was made primarily, as I have exoressed, for
the purpose of trying to heal the wounds throughout the.
country between Americans on one side of the issue or the
other. l1r. N1:xon nom1nated me for the office of Vice
President. I was confirmed overwhelmingly in the House
~s well as in the Senate.
Every action I have taken,
Nr. Mollenhoff, is predicated on my conscience t-Ji thout
any concern or consideration as to favor as far as I am
f"'('lnrP'Y"pPrl.
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Yes.
QUESTION: ~£-l.!!!~!}~t_~~n._was :to~._l'H;al the
wounds. of the Nc:!~.on, sir, ~~f1~ did xou ,grant q[l_~
condit~onal amnesty to the Vietnam war veterans wh~le
grant~ng -:a-ru:LG~fdon to Pre-sident N~ixon?
THE PRESIDENT: ~he only con~ection between thoJe
two cases is the effort that I made in the one to heal
tne wqunds ~nvolving the charges aga-inst Mr. Nixon and my
honest and conscientious oflort to heal the wou-nds
for thos·e-wh0haCL.~~~septed ~n}:[:~J;ary i~:rvice o.E._~od~ed the
draft. That is the only connection between the two.
In one case 2 you have a Pr~~id~rced.
to resign because of circumstances i~vplving hi_~.l;gmill!~.:trc:_
t~on and he has b~~n~hamed a~d disz£~~ed by .!~~t resignation.
In the c~~~ of the g_~<!_ft do§g~_~s and Army and
military deserters, we are trying to heal the wounas-by
the action that I took with the signin~ of the proclamation this morning.
QUESTION: ~r. Presi_92nt, a.!!.E-t:her co~?_!!n that has
been. vo~c~ed around t£1e coun~E_Y- since th~,Pardo.~ is that
the JuaJ.cJ.a~- Eroces_~ as it f:_!..nally: unwi72ds may: .. not write
the definitive cha2'Eer ___9n Wa-t:~£.gate_ a_!ls!__Eerha_pJ?_with particular regard to Hr. Nixon'~artict_.!±~!'_.involya~ent,
however total 2 h<;>wever it may_!)ave b~~!l in truth. ~
question i~..l_;:;roul9_.:tou consig~£_C!.E.£Oil)_t ill~ sp~c;:ial
commiss;t_~n with ~xtraordin~£.Y.._Eowers !s?.logk__~n;t:o all of the
evJ.dentiary material and to write that chapter and not
leave it f01ater histor:{?
THE PRESIDENT: Well1 • it se.~ms to me es I look
at what has been d~~~ 2 I thiE.~_xou find a mass of evide~
that has been acc~~ulated. !P the first iostgnQ~~ yo~
have the V';ry intens_ive investi~atio_E._<:_<?nducted
the
H~se Corrun~ ttee_ on :t_b_~- Judt~ia.:t::Y..
It ~~.s a ve£;t. ~E::.l~,:
~~ductc~-~nvesti~ation.
It c~e uE with volume~
J.nformatJ.on.

ex

!_n addi ti().~, the

Sp_~cial Pr~s~cutor'

s_gf.fice;

~der Hr ~-~:J~<wo~.2J<~,--~-~_?__~.S:!!~.Y£!.e.9_~ illt:.~!l.§i.Y.e._il:!.Y~"t::3:gSJ.!iOn
and the Special Prosccutor•s office will issue a rqQ_ort qt

!h"econ<:~.~ ~-~a-no[~-ti{ilr rec~J?.~~~.~fbil i_t{~-~-th-a t T~h~pk-;ii.l
. probably
.",. .___._,__,..,.. -.,..,,...... ..

additional
information available
the_
.."--....
. . .__,to
.______
people.
...-~

Amer~can
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QUESTION: Mr. President, could you give us an
idea who would succeed General Haig,and~ow are you
coming on your search for a Press Secretary?
here?

THE PRESIDENT: Do I have a lot of candidates
(Laughter) No shows. (Laughter)

have several people in mind to replace
General Haig, but I have made no decision on that. It
was just announced today that the NATO countries have
accepted him as the officer handling those responsibilities.
I

think he is to take office succeeding General
Goodpaster on December 15. He assumes his responsibilities as the head of u.s. military forces November 1.
In the next few days undoubtedly I will make the decision
as to the individual to succeed him.
I

So far as the Press Secretary is concerned,
we are actively working on that and we hope to have an
announcement in a relatively short period of time.

THE PRESIDENT: Prior to the decision that I
made granting a pardon to Mr. Nlrx~·-I had ~other
---·~-·•-••---··••··"-·' -~
--"'"'''---•·-"~-·c--;;;..:;;,;=;;.,
!!:eec~fi_c info~m,a~.~.EE. ~cc:ng~rninJLl!~.~~El.ill!!_9_!:he;- thaE
what I'had read in the news .media or heard in the news

media.__ ...

r

fiaci !:1~:;1: go{t~~~~-ny. \!.1J~.~_pa-t~fr;C*"m- an~ of- thEZ

Nixon f~~±.Y.!._'fh!:__~~_J3_2~rce \v.§!;~-~hat I had read in
the net>~s media_.~!.us_ on:=_ other fact. ·
On ~~i::.~£d~Y-._eE!:_.fgre the SUJ.]~sl?.LJL_f!!~mber of. my
staff was working with me on the several decisions I
had t<?.__~ri~·-ii.~--~~j"'-~~~1~~-~Y- stalf~=-!f!e on~~-i;ho had
been in negotiations on Friday with the President and
his -staf'T:----·--·-·--·-·-~
At the conc1usion
of decisions that were made
_____
·--~--···-····~--------~'I ask~~·r-h-~~!__]:_?'~~-d.-~.-!.!:~_Pr'eSJ.dent. look, a~d he reE,ort~?.
to me hls observations.
--·-'"'''"-''

"''''"'''"'

..

But other than what I had read or heard and
this J2~~E!.icular--·i~ciJe;!.:t,_)__!lj:'"d-no=-.e_rec~T;-.r;r:matiStn
concerning the President's health.
--. -~--------..--

MORE
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QUESTION: Mr. President, your own economic
advisers are suggesting that to save the economy which
is very bad and very pessimistic, we a~e hearing the
word "depression" used now. I wonder how you feel about
whether we are heading for a depression?
THE PRESIDENT: Let me say very strongly that
the United States is not going to have a depression. The
overall economy of the United States is strong. Employment
is still high. We do have the problem of inflation. We
do have related problems, and we aregoing to come up with
some answers that I hope will solve those problems.
We are not going to have a depression. We are·
going to work to make sure that our economy improves in.the
months ahead.
QUESTION: Mr. President, in the face of massive
food shortages and the prospects of significant starvation,
will the United States be able to significantly increase its
food aid to foreign countries, and what is our position
going to be at the Rome conference on participation in
the world grain reserves?
THE PRESIDENT: Within the next few days a
very major decision in this area will be made~ I am not
at liberty to tell you what the answer will be because
it has not been decided.
But it is my hope that the· United States for
humanitarian purposes v1ill be able to increase its
contribution to those nations that have suffered because
of drought or any of the other problems related to human
needs.
MORE

i

II
t
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QUESTION: Back to the CIA, undc:r what international law do we have a right to attempt to destablize the
'constitutionally-elected government of another country,
and does the Soviet Union have a similar right to try
to destabilize the Government of Canada, for example, or
the United States?
·
THE PRESIDENT: I am not ~oing to pass judgment
on whether it is permitted or authorized under
international law. It is a recognized fact that historically,
as well as presently, such actions are taken in the best
interest of the countries involved.
QUESTION: Mr. President, last month when~u
assumed the Presidency, you pledged openness and candor.
tast week you decl.ded- on the ex:.:President Is pardon
V1rtually total secrecy. Despite all you have said tonigh~,
there would sf111 seem to be some confusion, some
C'Oi1tradl.ctJ.on.

in

My quest ion is this:. Are th~__!!§ltchwordc ( f
your Administration still openness and candor?

THE PRESIDENT: Without any question, without
any reservation. And I think J.n the one 1.nstance that
fc>UCT=te-;-TI' ~~~.~ole decis'fon 2 ~J;d bel·i~ve me,""1t1
~sn t ec:.Ery_,~r.!_d_:3~n_c:,_~-~~~-t~e only ..o_l]_::_~J:.o. coulo !!ake
~~eC~?.,iOl}__,_..I thoug_tL!_;_!;ad t<?_ search ~>:: own soul
aft eP consulting_ with a __ lim1. ted nul!l~r of Reople, ~lliLl..
did it, and I think in the longrun it was. the right
decision.
~--

THE PRESS:

'0

·-,.-

-

......

Thank you, Mr. President.
END

(AT 8:30 P.M.

EDT)

